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Giardina Finishing, leader in wood coating technology, with a wide range of finishing machines and plants
for panels, doors, windows, profiles, turned parts, parquets etc. is able to ensure high productivity, flexibility and quality of the painted crafts and reduction of environmental impact.
The growing demand for high-gloss finishing on custommade orders can be easily satisfied by the spray robot
for panels mod. Gs25, shown in the picture, which allows, in a controlled room, to perform a flexible production with high quality standards.

Giardina Finishing Srl
Via Vico Necchi, 63
22060 Figino Serenza (CO) - Italy
phone +39 0317830801 - fax + 39 031781650
info@giardinagroup.com - www.giardinagroup.com
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IN MAY WE’LL INTRODUCE YOU TO A NEW WAY OF DREAMING.
It’s called bSolid, the new software made in Biesse,
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Come to Ligna 2013 and discover bSolid.
Your dreams will come true.
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NOTICE TO READERS

P

lease apologize the informal approach, but we
needed to draw your attention. With the January/February issue, we made an experiment: besides shipping the usual number of copies, we
sent the interactive contents of Italianwoodtech to over
54 thousand industry people around the world by e-mail.
With just one click, we enabled 54 thousand people, companies, organizations, importers, exhibitions, engineering offices, joiners, furniture manufacturers, technology
dealers and many more categories to take a look at our articles about made-in-Italy products and solutions, and decide whether it was worth reading or not. Just one click,
and they could view the selected article, ready to read or
print out in high resolution. All of this, starting from the complete table of contents they received in their e-mail box.

many people are reached directly by a clear, convenient
and useful message. Independently of the vehicle. This is
even more true for actors like us, who produce a publication to promote the activity of Italian companies.
Each Italianwoodtech issue currently reaches a bit less
than 60 thousand people, a constantly growing audience. They receive it. They don't need to visit our website, they don't have to look for us: all they have to do is
open the table of contents, browse and decide what they
want to read.
We reach them, providing what they prefer. Always.

Let us make things clear: with the current prices for postal
services, especially to international destinations – and considering the trend of the advertising market – this experiment was inevitable and the results were really positive:
many readers – though less than we hoped… – asked to
receive the magazine in pdf format, not “on paper”…

If you are fond of your printed magazine, don’t worry: you
will still receive it. Maybe not each and every issue, because we have a large audience and we cannot print 54
thousand copies. So, we will take turns. Of course, if you
make a subscription – on page 72 you will find instructions to subscribe easily and quickly – you will always receive Italianwoodtech on your desktop.
Otherwise go online, free of charge: take a look at
http://www.xylon.it/riviste.asp.
And, please, let us know what you think and if you feel at
ease with digital... ■

Many international publications, much more important and
relevant, not only in the industrial domain, are showing that
today it doesn’t make sense talking about circulation
meaning “printed copies”, but rather “readership”, i.e. how

A wider, much wider audience. An innovative, modern approach that we will increasingly complement with our Facebook and YouTube channels...

AHEC
Ahec endorses EU to eradicate illegal timber trade

news

As the representative trade association
of one of the world’s largest hardwood
exporting industries, the American Hardwood Export Council (Ahec) has a considerable stake in eradicating illegal
wood from trade. A major concern for
Ahec is that neither the value nor the reputation of legally harvested products is
undermined in world markets by competing products from illicit sources.
For this reason, Ahec was a leading
supporter, through membership of the
U.S. Hardwood Federation, of the U.S.
Lacey Act Amendment of May 2008.
This makes it an offence within the U.S.
to possess any plant (excluding agricultural crops but including wood and

derivative products) "taken, possessed,
transported, or sold" in violation of
any relevant foreign or state law.
Ahec has also been closely involved
with, and fully supports, the efforts by
the European Union to enforce the Eu
Timber Regulation from 3 March 2013.
This regulation imposes mandatory
requirements on companies that “first
place” forest products on the Eu market to implement a “due diligence system” to minimise the risk of illegal
wood entering the Eu. Any such company failing to demonstrate due diligence, or found to have placed illegally
harvested wood on the Eu market, is
subject to legal sanction. ■

MARKETS
Trends for pulpwood and biomass
Global supply, demand, pricing and logistics of pulpwood and biomass will be
the focus at the 6th International Woodfibre Resource and Trade Conference in
Istanbul, Turkey on April 9-10, 2013.
Worldwide trade of wood chips fell in
2012 and prices for pulplogs and wood
chips were down in most regions of the
world. But change is ahead. Global demand for wood fiber for both pulp manufacturing and renewable energy is ex-

pected to increase during 2013 and 2014.
China bucked the trend and imported
more wood chips in 2012 for an expanding pulp industry and Vietnam continued to be the largest chip export in the
world.Trade of wood pellets has gone up
dramatically the past few years, particularly from North America to Europe. In
2012, the Us and Canada increased shipments to energy facilities in Europe by 62
percent over the previous year. ■

MARKETS
Wood fiber costs
Wood fiber costs for pulp mills fell in both
North America and Latin America in the
4Q/12 because of weaker pulp markets
and an increased supply of sawmill
chips, reports the “Wood Resource
Quarterly”. Wood fiber prices trended
downward in the local currencies in many
of the key pulp-producing countries of
the world in the fourth quarter. However, as a result of the weakening US dol-

lar, wood fiber prices actually increased
in US dollar terms in a number countries
and the Softwood wood fiber price index (Sfpi) was up slightly (+0.1%) in the
4Q/12 to $100.13/odmt. The biggest increases from the 3Q to the 4Q occurred in Eastern Canada, Finland,
France and New Zealand, according to
the Wood Resource Quarterly
(www.woodprices.com). ■

ACIMALL
Woodworking technology: negative fourth quarter 2012
Trend survey figures for the 2012 October-December period indicate a significant reduction of orders. The result is in line with preliminary 2012 final balance figures recently published by Acimall, the Italian woodworking machinery and tools manufacturers’ association, indicating a
10 percent reduction of production. The fourth quarter 2012
shows a clear trend reversal compared to substantial stability that had characterized the past three years: orders from
abroad are slowing down, a variation that can be considered physiological in view of the satisfactory trend recorded in the past three-year period; the "painful spot” is the domestic market, that remains at hardly encouraging levels.
Let’s come to figures. In October-December 2012, woodworking technology and tools recorded a 9.5 percent reduction of orders compared to the same period of 2011. The
drop of orders from foreign countries amounted to 10.5 per-

20137 Milano - Via Ennio, 25
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E-mail: controllogic@controllogic.it - Web: www.controllogic.it

cent, while Italian demand slightly increased by 0.8 percent.
The book of orders is close to two months, while prices
have been growing by 0.8 percent since the beginning of
the year.
The quality survey reveals that 14 percent of interviewees
indicate a positive production trend, 39 percent a stable
situation, and 47 percent a decreasing trend.
Employment is stationary according to 75 percent of the
sample and further decreasing for 25 percent. Available
stocks are stationary according to 43 percent, decreasing
according to 53 percent and growing according to 4 percent.
The forecast survey provides a picture of the trends we
can expect in the short term: the domestic market shows
no encouraging signals, while on the international scenario
we are waiting to have a clearer vision.

CONTROL LOGIC s.rr..l.

NEWS

TECHNOLOGY
Scm Group in Kazakhstan

SIEMPELKAMP
Siempelkamp presents 2012 results

The Alstom plant in Bologna will produce
the first 1,500 switch machines (equipment that is essential in railway signalling
systems) for Kazakhstan Temir Zholy
(KTZ), the company that manages the
national rail network in the former Soviet Union republic of Kazakhstan.
This important contract – the first part of
an order that includes the manufacturing of 10,000 switch machines over a tenyear period that is worth over €90 million
– also involves Scm Group - Fonderie
Scm who will supply the raw components for equipment that is vital to the
smooth operating of any rail network.
A repeat order is likely in 2014. “We
shall do everything we can – Alfredo
Aureli, Managing Director of the Rimini-based group, added – to continue
our involvement in KazElectroPrivod –
a joint venture between Alstom e its
Kazakh partner, Kamkor, to manufacture switch machines – even when production is transferred from Bologna to
Almaty, in Kazakistan, in 2015”.
This is not the first time that the group
continues to be a key supplier even
when production has been transferred
elsewhere and not only demonstrates
the quality of its products and its own
know how, but also its ability to continue
to be competitive in highly complex situations. ■

2012 was an important
business year for the
Siempelkamp Group:
important sales successes were achieved,
special milestones celebrated and the course
for the future set. The results in numbers. The total order value amounted
to 594 million Euros and group sales totaled 795 million Euros – an all-time
record! The current order backlog totals 930 million Euros. As of December
31, 2012 the Siempelkamp Group had
3,154 employees and 120 trainees.
With these results Siempelkamp con-

tinues the positive trend
from 2011. The ca-pacities of all production locations are committed
until mid 2014. Siempelkamp's machine
and plant engineering
business unit (SiCo) contributed majorly
to these results.
In 2012 SiCo achieved a total order value of 388 million Euros. The order backlog of approx. 634 million Euros ensures
the capacity utilization of our production locations. Compared to the previous year, sales increased by 12.6 percent to 589 million Euros. ■

FONTANOTLAB
New solutions of accessories for stairs
FontanotLab is a creative laboratory of
design realized by Laura Fontanot,
Head of design Fontanot, a leading Italian manufacturer of spiral staircases.
The purpose is to collect innovative
ideas and design to get to the production of accessories for the stairs to
enter the market.
The project focuses on two basic principles: optimizing space scale inside a
house and the aesthetics of the product and its design solutions. Fontanot-

Lab has also launched an ongoing collaboration with designers from different
backgrounds who will take turns in creating new solutions, including: Alessandro Marelli, Folco Orlandini, Valentina
Downey, Marco Vantusso, Giulia Meloncelli, Laura Brivio, Alessandro Stabile
and Davide Mazza.
The projects selected by Fontanot will
not be prototypes, but will follow the procedures necessary to see the item produced and placed on the market. ■

STOSA CUCINE
New marketing director

ASSOCIATIONS
Mmfa association keeps growing

Stosa Cucine, Tuscan company with almost 50 years of history in the world of
kitchens, announces the appointment of
Francesco Manfredi with the position of
marketing director. Class 1974 and a brilliant business education, Manfredi has
extensive experience in the furniture industry and furniture industry, having
held similar roles in other important Italian companies. ■

The Mmfa – Multilayer modular flooring
Association, which had been founded
at the end of October 2012 only, is taking up its operational work full of vim and
vigor. The association organized its first
full working session in Munich from 28
February to 1 March.
On this occasion seven new members
were welcomed to the association.
The two working committees “tech-
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nics“ and “market development“ gathered for their first meeting and defined
their topics and the working schedule
for the months to come. ■

FAIRS
Closed the third edition of Delhiwood

FAIRS
WoodEX for Africa

It was held from 31st January to 3rd February, the Delhiwood fair, exhibition
dedicated to technologies for the processing of wood and supplies for the
furniture industry. The event was organized by Pda Trade Fairs, and co-organized by Eumabois.
The event was located in the exhibition
center India Expo Centre in Noida,
about 50 km from the metropolis New
Delhi. The fair, now in its third edition,
has shifted after recent editions have
been held at Pragati Maidan in New
Delhi. About 360 exhibitors, including
direct investments and agencies.
There are no official data on the flow of
visitors, even if the organizers assume
a 30 percent increase over the previ-

The second edition of the timber trade exhibition, WoodEX for Africa, which was
held at Gallagher Convention Centre in
Midrand from 21 to 23 March, was well
supported by exhibitors and visitors despite the event being held over a long
weekend. Stephan Jooste, director of the
exhibition, says that, although there was
a slight decrease of ten per cent on visitors numbers compared to last year, the
exhibitors were very happy about the
quality of visitors. Highlight during WoodEX this year was the Timber Talk seminars by industry leaders and the Timber
Games held on the last day of WoodEX.
The tentative date for WoodEX for Africa
2014 is from 5 June to 7 June 2014. The
final date will be announced soon. ■

ous edition. The event covered a total
area of 20 thousand square meters
gross, half of them occupied by technology for woodworking.
Acimall, the association of Italian manufacturers of machinery for the woodworking, organized an area of 273
square meters Italian group covered by
about ten companies.
The performance of the event can be
assessed globally good, because the
flow of visitors was satisfactory, especially in the middle days. The main segment of the operators was the small
business user, whose demand for machines covered products of a technological and cost medium-low. ■
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FAIRS
Wood Show Creta 2013
With the best impressions for the development of the wood
sector, Wood Show Creta was successfully completed
on 2nd and 3rd of March 2013 in the Heraklion Exhibition
Center (www.woodshow.gr).
The visitors registered belong exclusive to the furniture industry and its worth noting that over the 40 percent of them
were part of the architecture, designers, hoteliers and civil engineering sector.
During the event, visitors had the chance to be informed
for new materials from wood such as: doors, wooden frames,
decking, flooring and to participate in the seminars with Europeans Speakers from the field of Architecture and scientist
from technological institutes of Greece and abroad.
More specifically presented the features of wood as a material, the behavior of wooden construction in relation to
fire, the restoration of wooden structures using new technology, new wood products and innovation applications
for both indoor and outdoor use.
The main priorities of the speeches aimed to promote the
advantages of using wood.
The same event will be organized in Cyprus on 25th to 27th
of May 2013. ■

FAIRS
Stockholm Furniture&Light Fair
The recently held Stockholm Furniture & Light Fair continues to strengthen its position as the world’s leading meeting place within Scandinavian design. Many exhibitors are
starting to notice signs of an economic recovery and the
percentage of visitors and journalists from other countries
continued to increase.
This year’s Stockholm Furniture & Light Fair, Stockholmsmässan’s major furniture and lighting trade fair, held
from 5 to 9 February, was a huge success. It’s tempting
to add ‘as usual’ because the fair is well-established and
is generally considered to be one of the top two furniture
fairs in Europe.
In spite of the current recession, both visitor and exhibitor
numbers were very close to last year’s. During the industry
days, the fair was visited by 31,150 people, which is only
slightly below 2012’s figure of 31,793. There were 729 exhibitors this year compared to 747 last year.
The next Stockholm Furniture & Light Fair will be held on
4-8 February 2014 at Stockholmsmässan. ■
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NEWS

XYLEXPO
Xylexpo signs new agreement with Fiera Milano spa
Cepra spa and Fiera di Milano spa signed a new agreement a few days ago; the next two editions of Xylexpo,
the biennial international exhibition of wood technology
and furniture industry supplies, will be held again in the
traditional fairgrounds in Milan. According to the agreement – signed by Acimall and Cepra president Ambrogio Delachi and by Enrico Pazzali, managing director,
Fiera Milano spa – the FieraMilano-Rho expo center will
host the exhibition in 2014, from 13 to 17 May, and in 2016,
again in May, with exact dates to be identified later on.
Cepra spa also placed an option for 2018.

“This agreement is the natural consequence of the decisions made by most Acimall member companies and
the feedback we got from several exhibitors and industry professionals attending our event”, Ambrogio Delachi
said. “The association of Italian manufacturers – which is
the owner of the exhibition – opted for continuity and considered the central position of Milan and easy access to

the city ensured by an excellent infrastructure including
airport, railway and roads, plus efficient logistic operations
that make the Milan trade fair system one of the most modern and efficient worldwide”.
“With Fiera Milano spa – Delachi added – we have also
defined a plan for co-marketing actions, to be complemented by an extensive promotion campaign and invitations to leading industry actors from all over the world”.
“We will keep doing all we can, just like we have done so
far, to attract the top representatives of the Italian and global industry to FieraMilano-Rho. The past five years have
been a tough test and we believe that, today more than
ever, we have to show strong and clear determination to
work together, in perfect harmony, so that our exhibition
can reaffirm its role of international meeting point and valuable showcase for the best Italian and international technology”. ■

FAIRS
Zow 2013: the key to the German market

For furniture suppliers looking for a direct way into the important German furniture market, the 19th Zow international
supplier fair for the furniture industry
and interior design proved to be the
ideal platform for presenting their
wares and making contacts and it
came at just the right point in the year.
From 18-21 February 2013, 402 companies from 27 countries exhibited at
the Bad Salzuflen exhibition centre, in-

cluding 60 first-time exhibitors from 15 different
countries.
The ratio of German to
non-German exhibitors
was 63 percent to 37
percent. Suppliers from
the important furniture
cluster in OstwestfalenLippe made up 39 percent of the German and
25 percent of all exhibitors. The exhibition covered around
24 000 m2 in halls 20, 21 and 22. Provisional figures show that around 11 800
visitors came to the Bad Salzuflen exhibition centre over the four days, a third
of whom travelled from outside Germany.
The next date for the annual Zow has
been set: the 20th Zow will run from 1013 February 2014 at the Bad Salzuflen
exhibition centre. ■
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FAIRS
Reinventing Zow Turkey
Zow in Istanbul was the business
event of the Turkish supply industry at
the start of the year: from 17 to 20 January, the organizers Clarion Events
Deutschland registered 246 national and
international exhibitors at the Cnr Expo
Center, as well as more than 16,000
trade visitors from around the world, including high-ranking decision-makers,
architects and designers from the Turkish furniture industry, as well as numerous international purchasers, also from
hitherto unknown African countries.
With a new approach to exhibition planning and marketing, Clarion Events implemented the exhibitors' wishes perfectly: a thoroughly convincing supplier platform with Turkish flair was realized
in Istanbul in 2013. And the exhibitors
were correspondingly satisfied with
both the number of visitors and the quality of their exhibition contacts at this
year's Zow in Istanbul. ■
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EUROBOIS, SURPRISES FROM LYON
exhibition for construction
wood, woodworking technology and components”.

Eurobois 2013, that took
place from February 19 to 23,
seemed to us a well-structured exhibition, with a strong
appeal. And, above all, we
heard many exhibitors talking
about it in a positive way, satisfied of their presence in, let’s
say, the only place in France
where the woodworking industry has a significant importance. The “challenge”
with Paris is still running, but
many people say that, if they
had to choose... For sure, two
exhibitions for this market, especially in the current situation, are definitely too many.
Our curiosity increased when
we found the biennial exhibition of wood and furniture
industry technology and supplies in an extremely particular context. We are talking
about “be+", an event that

gathered one thousand exhibitors over a surface of 80
thousand square meters, divided into eight “exhibitions
inside the exhibition”, dedicated to different but interconnected topics: from
“EnR”, dedicated to renewable energies,
to “Flam’Expo”,
about wood
stoves and fireplaces, from
“Enéo” (energy,
Arnaud
climate control
Wigniolle.
and management of water
resources) to “Smartgrid
Expo”, the event dedicated to
network intelligence, and then
“The Electric Event”, “Expobiogaz”, “BlueBat”, the exhibition for low energy consumption constructions, finally arriving in Hall 6, hosting “Eurobois”, officially “the
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Pier Goffredo Ronchi is the
owner of Promoevents, Lyon
Trade Fair office in Italy.
“This year, Eurobois was set
in a peculiar context”, he
said. “For the first time, it had
a dedicated entrance from
the outside, in addition to
the access through the
Dome, the central foyer of the
exhibition center”.
“Hall 6 – continued Ronchi –
is dedicated to the wood
supply chain in its whole
complexity, an event that has
a strong link to the territory, the
Rhone-Alpes region, which is
certainly the part of France
where the wood
resource is
more vital and
represents an
important element for economy, as well as
its processing.
Rhone-Alpes, in
other words, is the French region with the biggest wood
harvesting volumes and the
highest number of companies
processing wood and woodbased products”.
Arnaud Wigniolle is the
manager of “be+”. He is satisfied with this “conglomerate

of exhibitions” and with the
results. “If you come to Lyon
you will have a complete vision of all you need to build
an efficient building; you can
find products and all the
necessary know-how, from
energy management to insulation, from wood features
to the best technology to
process it, with higher efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Eurobois may seem a
bit farther from the main topic of the event as compared
to the other seven exhibitions” he continued.
“We consider it as a basic element of the puzzle for a
specific reason: joiners using
technology or buying semifinished products and supplies to produce a furniture
item today enter a house, a
shop, an environment to renovate, refurbish or redesign
not only with their specific
skills.
The most attentive and prepared ones cannot do without skills and tools enabling
them to deliver not only a
well-designed environment
with furniture, but also a
comfortable place, maybe
with low energy costs, with a
particularly efficient insulation
or next-generation management and environmental control systems” (l.r.) ■
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I SALONI
ARE BACK!
Everything is ready. From 9th
to 14th April, Milan will be playing host to the Saloni 2013,
ready to unveil their panoply
of previously unseen home furnishing, lighting and office
solutions, along with the biennial shows Euroluce, International Lighting Exhibition, and SaloneUfficio, International Workspace Exhibition. These will be accompanied, as usual, by other
events linked to the worlds of
design, art and culture, in the
fairgrounds and in the city, addressed both to the large audience of the Saloni and to the
Milan citizens in general. With
one great keyword: innovation!
Cosmit’s President, Claudio
Luti, said: “The key to our
success is ensuring that the
Salone is the hub of innovation par excellence. It retains
its position of leadership by
ensuring that the trade fair is
synonymous with innovation
and offers a real preview of
upcoming solutions. Presenting new products is not
just exciting for the general
public; it also helps motivate

sales teams”. This remarks
underscore the prestige of the
Salone Internazionale del Mobile and the key role it plays
in the furnishing design world:
over 300,000 visitors from
160 different countries are
expected at this upcoming
edition. Figures that may be
incredible, but that the Milan
rendezvous has taught us to
consider as standard, considering that these are the results that the exhibition has
reached in all recent editions.
Key industry players will include over 2,500 exhibitors
showcasing their 2013 product ranges inside the Rho Milan fairground halls. Several
historical brands are back to
the Salone Internazionale del
Mobile and SaloneUfficio,
sited directly opposite, in 2
adjoining halls (22-24), with
12,500 square meters of exhibition space. Euroluce,
strategically located in 4 halls
(9-11 and 13-15) between the
Porta Ovest and Porta Sud
(West and South Gates), will
comprise 38,000 square me-

ters of exhibition space. The
16th edition of the platform
for designers under 35, SaloneSatellite is geared to the
theme: “Craftsmanship & Design: Together for Industry”.
As always, the event provides visibility and networking opportunities for emerging young designers.
This year too, there will be a
competition for the three best
prototypes conceived and
showcased with particular
relevance to this edition’s biennial exhibitions, Euroluce
and SaloneUfficio.
A highlight of the Saloni 2013
is Pritzker Prize 2008 winner,
French architect Jean Nouvel’s “Project: office for living”.
The exhibit will be set out
over a 1,200 square meter
space inside the SaloneUfficio
halls, illustrating several different scenarios that give full

Some pictures of the 2012 edition.

rein to the main strands of his
vision of the workspace: mobility, conviviality, pleasure,
fun, with offices opening onto
both the inside and the outside
of the building, a rejection of
the cloned spaces, enclosed
spaces and the serial repetitiveness that so often characterizes offices and their totalitarian nature.
The Saloni are taking on an increasingly virtual persona and
are an established presence
on the social networks and the
internet. As well as its blog, official Facebook and Twitter
pages, dedicated YouTube
channel and Flickr gallery,
they will be boosting their professional profile on LinkedIn
and posting a profile on Pinterest, a social network dedicated to quality images.
Another news that we hope
will inspire soon other events:
thanks to an agreement between Cosmit, Fiera Milano
and ATM (Milanese Transport
Company), another completely new departure for
the Saloni 2013 will be an allinclusive ticket, valid for
public transport on Milan’s urban network and for access
to the trade fair. ■
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LIGNA AT THE STARTING LINE!
The first new thing is that
opening dates have been
switched: this year it will be
Ligna’s turn, not Interzum, to
open the “German May”, with
a gap of two days between
the Hanover rendezvous, from
May 6 to 10, and the Cologne
exhibition, from May 13 to
16. Thus, it will not be possible to benefit from overlapping
or contiguity, and this means
less time and expenses for all
people coming from far away.
We will see.
There is no doubt about the
huge appeal of the two
events we are talking about
on these pages: Ligna is the
undisputed reference point involving mainly all manufacturers of the industry, from
forestry to wood product
packaging. You can take it for
granted. And it goes without
saying that with such an excellent exhibitors' offer there
will be a wonderful and
crowded audience of visitors
for sure. For pity’s sake, the
crisis is still having a strong influence and a bit of pessimism is not bad, but
Hanover has all it takes to repeat the success at which the
exhibition is used, even if it
has encountered some difficulties, recently.

Ligna is a biennial event –
were 90 thousands, of which
more or less one third coming
from 90 countries. In Hanover
they expect a similar turnout
this year as well.
The different national “teams"
have booked a total of around
130,000 square meters of exhibition space. The top-10
countries among the participating nations include as usual Italy, close to 300 companies, followed by Austria,
Spain, Switzerland, Sweden,
Denmark, Turkey, Taiwan, China and the Netherlands.

Over 1,700 exhibitors, more
than half of whom come from
fifty different countries, will
be presenting their innovations in Hanover. An “important” international profile, that
also applies to visitors which,
in 2011 – do not forget that

So many topics, and it couldn’t be otherwise: from the obvious dualism between big
plants for industry and increasingly smart machines
for craftsmen and small companies, to “sustainable and intelligent production”, that is

This year’s show has a sentence recalling the 2011 motto as a keynote theme, with an
enrichment of three more
words. From “Making more
out of wood”, this year there
is a second part added, that is
“Innovations, Solutions, Efficiency”. We like it and it
makes sense for the mission of
this great exhibition, i.e. putting
the whole industry value chain
under the spotlight – from
forestry economy and wood
processing and transformation
– starting from basic concepts
such as “innovation”, “solutions”, “efficiency”.

LIGNA 2013
KEY TOPICS
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producing more and better,
but with reduced consumption, from all points of view.
Another key topic is represented by flexible production modes, now a kind of
“prerequisite” also thanks to
the pervasive presence of
numerical control that has
been paving the way for twenty years or more. A particular
focus will be dedicated to finishing technologies, in a world
where the consumer has to be
always strongly attracted,
since spending money on
furniture is no longer a priority. And so design, style may
become the final factor to
eliminate any doubts and buy

On the top, a moment during
the speech of Bernhard Dirr.
Above Andreas Zuege,
General Director of the Italian
subsidiary of Deutsche Messe,
who held the welcome speech.

a new furniture item. Well, as
to functionality and quality,
there should not be nothing to
say: It would be impossible to
think that – except for some
specific cases that our readers can imagine – the customer will not be provided with
working furniture solutions
with a guaranteed life cycle.
We will soon talk about these
aspects and many more in the
next issue... ■
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NEW RECORDS FROM INTERZUM

Italians do like Interzum.
The exhibition is appreciated
by visitors – there are more
and more people coming from
our country – as well as exhibitors. We will give you more
details in the next issue, where
we will publish an interview to
Thomas Rosolia, Managing
Director of Koeln Messe Italia,
but we can tell you in advance
that, right now, there are 250
representatives of “made
in Italy”, against 210 at the
previous edition, in 2011. And
if there were other available
spaces – hard to find, especially in some halls – they
would sell like hot cakes. In
Cologne they are trying to
find solutions to this problem, but it is not easy.
Well, the growth continues for
this exhibition that, after a
short “time for thinking”, has
brought important German
brands to team up and it
has started over at full sail.
Just as it happened for all
Cologne exhibitions focused
on “living”, from Orgatec to
Imm, from LivingKitchen to
LivingInteriors, from Interzum

to Rooms Moscow that, considering its debut scheduled
next May, seems to be a
successful concept. Without
mentioning other exhibitions.
But let's take a step back…

AFTER HANOVER
This year, as we were saying
in previous pages, Ligna will
be first to open the doors and
Interzum will follow after a
couple of days. There is no
huge worry in Cologne for the
impossibility to benefit of the
two events with continuity
and the agenda is clear:
opening four days, from May
13 to 16, from Monday to
Thursday, this is something
new as well.
Another element that we
have forgotten to focus on
talking about Ligna is that the
two exhibition companies,
however, continue to find
contact points, a cooperation
that has to be particularly attractive for visitors. For this
reason, this year, they have
decided to sell one single
ticket for both exhibitions.
Yes, with one ticket you will

be able to visit Ligna and Interzum. Not a bad idea…
Exhibitors, about six weeks
before the inauguration, are
1,480, fifty more than in 2011.
70 percent of them come
from sixty countries. Also in
this case, Italy brings the
largest national team, (as
we said, with 250 companies), followed by Turkey –
yes, we wrote Turkey – and
Spain. On the whole, about
160 thousand square meters will be covered, a few
hundred meters more compared to the previous edition
of the biennial exhibition.
Also in this case, as during
Ligna, everything suggests
we will reach the same figures recorded for visitors,
53 thousand in 2011, 60 percent of them from 147 Countries. Indisputable evidence
of internationality.

TOPICS
We do not know how many
people will agree with us, but
we have really appreciated
the idea of simplifying the
number of “topic areas” sig-

nificantly, unlike the previous
structures of Interzum. This
year, there will be just three
topic areas, against seven in
2011. Halls 5.1 and 6 will
gather companies operating in the wood industry, veneers, parquet flooring, decorative surfaces, decorative
papers, laminates, woodbased materials, plastic-laminated sheet materials, mineral materials, edgings, surface treatments, etc. The
flag characterizing this segment will bear the slogan
“Materials & Nature”: the reference is so clear that we
can move on.
The second topic are is
“Function & Components”.
It will cover Halls 3.2, 4.2, 5.2,
7 and 8 and there will be
room for lighting systems,
semifinished products, Hardware, elements, seals, locks
and components. “Textile &
Machinery”, in Halls 9 and
10, the renowned segment
dedicated to materials and
technology for upholstered
elements, mattresses, coatings and leather wares… ■
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VITAP: OPEN DOORS
FOR INNOVATION
During the open-house held last February, Vitap presented
the best of its production in the panel drilling and edgebanding
domain. An opportunity to define new sales strategies
with resellers from all around the world, waiting for Ligna.
Evolved craftsmen – who know their job very well
and, at the same time, have acquired the capacity to keep up with technology evolution – are the reference customers for Vitap Costruzioni Meccaniche in Poggibonsi (Siena), a company specializing in the production of boring machines for small,
medium and big productions, high-flexibility NC solutions, semi-automatic contour and automatic single side trough-feed edge banding machines. In order to reach this target, you need a team of skilled
resellers, culturally prepared and expert in the innovation path taken by the company. The event that
opened the doors of Vitap facility from January 21
to February 15 was dedicated to them, offering the
opportunity to discover and get in touch with “historical” and next-generation products.
Founded in 1954 by two skilled mechanics, Pietro
Tanzini and Franco Viciani, Vitap is a company
with deep roots in the Tuscany hand-made furni-

Franco Viciani, Franco Tanzini and
Ambrogio Delachi, president of Acimall.

ture production area and counts on about seventy employees. It operates on the international
market with an export share reaching 90 percent
of production, mainly towards Russia, China and
South America, regions that have been affected to
a lesser extent by the crisis which is still bringing
the Italian market to a standstill.
The open-house was an important opportunity to
get in touch with the recent production by Vitap, with
some previews on products that will be exhibited
during the next edition of Ligna. This was confirmed
by Franco Tanzini, co-owner and sales manager
of the company.
“We invited our resellers from all over the world to
meet them in a different context, taking all the time
we needed. Our “Vitap Lab” is a space that is always ready for this kind of purposes, we use it as
a training place and as a showroom that is also a
test laboratory... the ideal place to show new developments of the machines that we are going to
exhibit at next Ligna”.
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A strategic meeting in an economic scenario that
is still difficult...
“Definitely, yes. The woodworking world is experiencing a period of transition and it is increasingly
difficult to approach different markets correctly. It
is not easy to find available resellers: many of them
have disappeared or have strongly reduced due
to the crisis; then it is also difficult to find people
that ensure effective after-sales service. Standard
resellers are no longer enough, as they cannot handle modern technologies where mechatronics is frequently found, they are used to spindle molders or
belt saws. We have to find the way to provide our
potential customers with an effective and aggressive technical sales support, in order to obtain the
maximum results in a market that does not offer the
reseller the opportunity to make big profits.
Exhibitions, Ligna first of all, still represent important elements in this respect, and we intend to leverage them in the best possible way".
Let’s go back to your open-house: which machines
did you exhibit?
“We presented the two solutions that are giving us
great satisfaction, starting from “Point” through-feed
panel nc boring machine, featuring developments
in terms of technology and design that we will propose in Hanover as well. After overcoming the first
stages of technology consolidation, this product features an innovative design, marking – in our opinion
– a milestone in the woodworking machinery industry.
The second one is “Eclipse”, a contour edge-banding machine for curved elements that has reached
its full technology maturity, after constant improvements.
But the event gave also the opportunity to see most
of our machines in operation: single-head and multi-head automatic boring machines and contour and
single side trough-feed edgebanding machines, the
latter currently going through a significant development stage.
Excellent feedback for NC “Bridge 2” boring ma-

chine – that we presented in a brand new “design”
– and “Smart 3” that carries out gluing, edging,
butting and refilling operations, besides “Forma 3”
that features a new 3-unit system for panel boring
with eccentric mounting. We exhibited also “Point
2”, with further enhancements, and “Point 3”, a nc
machine with a higher automation level and
equipped with a laser system to detect the workpiece sizes allowing to install also loading/unloading
systems to process pieces of completely different
types and sizes. With a limited investment it is possible to implement unattended operation of the machine for an hour, for a production of 70-80 pieces,
improving the productivity and ensuring significant
saving. Basically one single operator can feed up
to three machines, that means that it is possible to
process two thousand pieces per working shift, one
different from the other.
I want to add that we have always thought of producing a single-side edgebanding machine for
small craftsmen: today, with the problem of cost reduction, we have simply produced the “universal

A new design
for Vitap solutions.

Some pictures
from the open house.
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to obtain the same results, even better, with more
affordable costs and the same production capacity.
From a technical point of view, we offer different innovations that have allowed us to reach excellent
levels. I think, for example, of the patented system
allowing to move a piece on X axis with a belt without continuity solutions and idle times.
In more general terms I can say that there is a decreasing demand for more traditional machines to
the benefit of working centers, a dynamic that also
influences resellers, more willing to propose solutions ensuring a higher flexibility, more affordable
investments”.
“More sustainable” solutions with reduced costs and
consumption…
“We need to pay more attention to all opportunities
and challenges that the market offers. There are
companies proposing technologies for other materials, but I believe that there is
still much to do also in the world
of furniture. We process heavy
panels, whose production requires a lot of energy, obtaining
a furniture item or an object often
with definitely higher performance as compared to the standard usage. It will not be always
like this: in the future different materials will emerge – wood-based
materials, composites, plastics
and also metals – that will allow
to process with creativity. More
environmental-friendly products
that will require less energy and
resources”.
machine” allowing to process curved and straight
elements, with an unbeatable price and the highest reliability. And let me say that we are talking
about a “machine for craftsmen”, but in fact performance and productivity bring it far beyond this
definition. Craftsmen, small and medium companies, do not only represent the most important part
of the reservoir of our potential customers, but they
also are part of the world we feel closer with, the
customer we know better”.
Mr. Tanzini, which is the concept that inspires your
production?
“I would say the development of alternative systems
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Has the crisis helped you think in a different way,
understand that the world is changing?
We need to leverage available resources, improve,
not sleep at night. Maybe also Vitap, after twentytwo years of constant growth, “indulged” a little bit.
Today, we are clenching a knife between our
teeth, hanging in that space between passion and
the need to hold on tight to our jobs. And we like
it so much that we often wonder where we would
be if we did not have such determination...”. ■
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FROM SAO PAULO TO ARAPONGAS,
ON THE TRAILS OF BRAZILIAN FURNITURE
A new stage in our journey across Brazil – hosted by Scm Tecmatic –
to discover a market that has brought and is still bringing great satisfaction
to Italian companies in the wood technology business.
While referring our readers to the article published
in the previous issue, we carry on with the report
of our long, intensive and fascinating journey in
Brazil, to the discovery of the wood and furniture
industry. After visiting some of the most interesting
sites operating in the Rio Grande do Sul state, we
reached the States of Sao Paulo and Parana.
Four enlightening meetings, which helped us identify the different "souls" of the Brazilian furniture industry, with a bit of nostalgia for the mixture of Venetian-Italian-Portuguese language we had found
in Bento Goncalves, a land where Italian immigrants
found their new home in the nineteenth century.
The language sounds gradually change as you
move up north, suggesting different ancient origins,
different people, different roots, but still the same stories of poverty and desire to find new ways to go.

A view of the Bartira showroom.

Poland, escaping the horrors of World War II to
reach this land of opportunities. In Brazil, he created an empire, introducing his furniture business
into the "high spheres" of Brazilian economy.

GILBERTO ANTONIO ANCESKI
The first meeting was a man with a Polish name. His
father came from Poland, but his destiny brought
him here to meet Mrs. De Gasperi, an Italian woman.
Gilberto Antonio Anceski is proud of this double
link with lands across the ocean. He is one of the
gurus – if he allows this expression – of Brazilian
furniture, one of the most reputable engineers and
managers, a guiding character for his experience,
which led him to become the general manager of
Moveis Bartira (www.moveisbartira.com.br), an
impressive factory from all points of view, huge, with
hundreds of machines and scores of
manufacturing lines. The factory produces furniture for a total turnover in excess of 250 million Euros annually,
which is a real mountain of furniture considering the average price in Brazil. The
organization, celebrating its fiftieth anniversary in 2012, was founded by
Gilberto Antonio Anceski.
Samuel Klein, 87 years old, also from
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“Samuel Klein is an extraordinary man”, Anceski
says. “He started as a salesman and realized that
he needed full production control in order to grow.
So he purchased Moveis Bartira, a small business
at that time. Investments, determination, a flair for
business and effective partnerships turned him into
the owner of the biggest furniture business in Latin America, number three worldwide.
We are talking about 110 thousand square meters
of manufacturing areas, with 1,700 employees working in two shifts. Monthly production amounts to 6
thousand wardrobes, 30 thousand bedside tables,
30 thousand living room furniture items... Every day,
we process about forty trucks of panels and we load
65 trucks with finished furniture, to be shipped to
distributors”.
The price range is medium-low, volumes are huge.
“Out of 200 million people living in Brazil, 170 buy this
kind of furniture. We make 15 thousand pieces per

PART 2
SAO PAULO

Two pictures
of the huge warehouse.

month of our tv cabinet, for instance. The best selling product in Brazil is small and multipurpose furniture, with a tv
compartment, a door, a couple of drawers, ideal for houses that have an average surface of 50 square meters.
We make regular market surveys to identify market demand, we transfer information
to our designers, we combine visual requirements with
technical specifications related to our manufacturing
technology, and the mix is ready. Our greatest skill
is that we can make a Fiat car as beautiful as a Ferrari, strong furniture, well crafted, durable, with an excellent visual impact, we take inspiration from the most
beautiful collections we see around the world”.
Anceski also confirms a trend we have seen before:
“All furniture is shipped in flat packs, in order to minimize shipping costs in a very big country, where
logistics must be kept under strict control. Ikea
learned from Brazil”, he adds, laughing. “Each pack
includes all you need to assemble: parts, screws,
handles, dowels etc.”.
Facts and figures are amazing, such as 12 thousand people moving around in Brazil to assemble

Bartira’s furniture, 3,600 trucks for deliveries, one
million square meters for seven distribution centers in the country.
A business with huge figures, obviously based on panels and accurate process engineering, relying on leading-edge technology that ensure the productivity levels required by Bartira. Here, Scm Group is at home:
“I suppose Bartira is the biggest customer for Scm
Group worldwide”, Anceski says. “I can hardly
count the machines
we have purchased
from Scm. We have
Scm boring machines,
18 Scm edgebanding
lines, all equipped
with quick loading and
unloading systems".
In the giant factory,
we could see Bartira’s process: a warehouse with 140 thousand panels, covering material requirements for ten production days; robots loading parts
onto “Zenith” boring machines by Morbidelli, designed to operate simultaneously on the same element, so as to optimize very complex boring
schemes. We saw at least 27 Morbidelli boring machines, all equipped with loading and unloading
systems “Brush” by Mahros.
The edgebanding lines by Stefani have a footprint
equal to a couple of football arenas, including eight
lines with two double-side “Major” machines by Stefani, also equipped with Mahros automated loading and unloading systems.
Anceski gently suggests that our interview is over:
three hours have gone by since we arrived in the suburbs of Sao Paulo, and we didn’t even realize it.
He says goodbye: “I worked for several manufacturers in Bento Goncalves, all quite famous. Then
I moved here in Bartira. In my
professional life, I have always relied on Italian technology. Today, I am proud of
working in Brazil’s biggest furniture factory, but this is also
a great responsibility…
We have great expectations
from the football world
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“Author” by Morbidelli for special operations.

Squaring-edgebanding line
by Stefani.

championship in 2014, which add up to the
Brazilian government's commitment to support the
development of real estate assets that, especially
in the suburbs of big cities, are terrifying. But things
are changing very quickly, opportunities for furniture in Brazil have increased and keep growing at
high speed".

ROBERTO CAETANO
“… a twenty-year story, starting
from agriculture, as my business
partner Irineu Munhoz and I come
from that area. From agricultural
equipment, to be precise, because
in the Parana State there are many
big farms. At a certain point, we decided to invest in a small furniture
factory, looking for a new business.
Initially, I continued to sell tractors,
while my business partners dealt
with furniture”.
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That’s Roberto Caetano about the origins of Caemmun (www.caemmun.com.br) in Arapongas, another
big furniture district in Brazil, in the Parana State, where
approximately 200 furniture factories are located.
“We started off with the production of chests of
drawers for bedrooms. Those were not easy times:
we had a dozen employees and a turnover close
to 40 thousand Euros. We did not let it bring us
down and we started to invest, and luckily things
started to go well, to the extent that two years later, in 1994, I also joined the company".

“Our big shot was the production of embossed Mdf
panels. We were the first to use this material and
technology in Arapongas, the first to paint and emboss it with a surface grain impressed by means of
cylinders and dies, and the first to use
modern faster assembling systems.
So, we created a good product with a
suitable pricing for our market target,
which in Brazil is called “Class C”, representing 50 percent of Brazilian population, who demand affordable products, easy to assemble, but still with
Roberto Caetano.
good quality and a pleasant look”.
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A partial view of the Caemmun factory in Arapongas.

“With embossed Mdf – Caetano continues – we
tripled our turnover, acquiring a competitive edge
that allowed us to stay ahead of our competitors for
a certain period.
In 1996, we entered the living furniture business,
which is now our core business, with solutions designed internally or by our consultants. Every
year, we test approximately twenty sets, six or seven of which get to the market”.

As I said, we were the first to adopt specific technology and we want to be the first ever... also in
technology and in automation. It is not easy to find
qualified and reliable staff, so even in Brazil, innovative technology is essential to work with a lim-

Caemmun is relatively known in Brazil, with 400 employees and two manufacturing sites, one in Arapongas (14 thousand square meters), opened in
2011, and another one in Sabaudia (16 thousand
square meters), a few kilometers away, to be
commissioned in 2013.
In this region, there are several descendants of Italian immigrants; Caemmun’s production is shipped
from here all over Brazil, to be sold in big stores and
retail chains. Turnover is close to 40 million Euros,
15 percent of which from export to Latin and Central America and Africa.
“We invested a lot and we keep investing”, Caetano said. “In 2014, we will start manufacturing in
a new site, which we are completing in the Pernambuco State, in the North-East of the country.
This is a strategic region for us, because we get
23 percent of our revenues from this area, therefore it is strategic to produce there, instead of shipping goods.
For sure, the economic situation is not favorable:
crisis is having an impact also in Brazil, though I
must say that 2012 was a very positive year for us,
closing with 20 percent turnover increase.
We are proving with facts and investments that we
believe in our business.

Inside the showroom…

An office area.
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ited number of employees. Especially for organizations like ours, which have to deliver several tens
of thousands of furniture every year: I can tell you
that we produce some 120-130 thousand "flat
packs" every month.
For peace of mind, continuous production and consistent quality, we have implemented leadingedge technology, most of which by Scm Group. With
Scm Tecmatic, their Brazilian subsidiary, we have
always had excellent relationships, they are skilled
partners, they understand our requirements and
help us identify the best solution. Capable people,
effective technology, excellent after-sales service,
not to mention that it is easier when you have to deal
with one single supplier...
When we started, we looked around to see what the
market could offer, we watched our colleagues, their
working methods and the choices they had made.
We saw Scm Group machines in operation and we
realized they responded to our needs...”.
The secret of success? Caetano has no doubts:
“In Brazil, just like in other regions, the secret is to
produce bug volumes with advanced technology
and sell products at fair prices.
Look around: we have an “Axioma 125” by Gabbiani for panel cutting, double edgebanding lines
“Activa Sb” by Stefani, single edgebanders “Solution” and boring machines by Morbidelli. In the
new Sabaudia factory, all machines are new, including one Stefani “Evolution C” and one singleside edgebander “Level Hd” by Idm. Accurate selections that, we are confident, will help us carry on
our projects successfully".

Furniture ready
to be shipped
in flat packs.
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DALVO MAROSTICA
Dalvo Marostica is the co-owner of
DJ Moveis (www.djmoveis.ind.br),
located in Arapongas, Parana State,
with a second factory in Sabaudia
and a distribution center in the North-East.
“Our story began with the production of elastic belts
for upholstered furniture – he says – until 1992, when
we approached furniture production and decided
to take the challenge, taking over a factory that had
just closed down and launching the production of
bunk beds made of wood coming from Paraguay…
A few years later, the Japanese arrived, desperately
seeking wood, so raw material was hard to find. We
did not let them bring us down, we just changed
production, switching to living room furniture, which
are still our core business today”.
“We took our first steps in this industry – Dalvo Marostica continues – using
laminated panels,
then we moved to Uv
painting, in order to
produce and sell at
much lower prices.
We were able to find
used equipment,
Dalvo Marostica.
long used... we did
not even have a
sanding machines, and Scm Tecmatic began to produce them exactly in those years. We volunteered
as testers and that’s how our collaboration started.
Things went well and in few months we purchased
an even bigger and more powerful sanding machine!
We employed up to thirty people and we created our
own sales network... Today we have more than 400
employees and we sell throughout Brazil; in addition, we export 25 percent of our production, one half
in Central and South America, one half in Africa, a
very promising market…
Export has enabled us to overcome periods of
shrinking demand in the past two years, after very
positive trends in 2009 and 2010".
“We could overcome this difficult period – adds
Marostica – thanks to investments in technology,
especially automation, which is the only way to
guide the growth of a company. We have always
opted for imported machinery, because we find it
more efficient in ensuring the quality and finishing
of the final product; they require less maintenance,

Two pictures of the showroom.

they are more reliable and last longer... We have
established a tight relationship with Scm Group”.
Mr. Marostica, what’s your vision of the European
crisis?
“I must say it made things “easier” for us in terms
of sales, because European companies are more
interested in finding partners in Brazil or in countries that still have significant growth trends…”.

Offices.
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DJ Moveis is an interesting company, with a program consisting of two product families addressed
to two different market areas. Good quality products, with clean and elegant lines, enhanced by the
creativity of internal designers and external consultants who take care of the entire creative
process, collaborating also at the definition of manufacturing methods.
The two factories are equipped with two Morbidelli
“Zenith A” boring machines, a single-side edgebander and an “Hd” model, both by Idm. These machines are deeply involved in production, configured to achieve rates of 6 thousand “flat packs”,
equal to a 30-day stock that represents DJ Moveis’
standard, namely 40 thousand different pieces approximately.

PART 2
ARAPONGAS

IRINEU BORRASCA
The final stage of our journey was
again in Arapongas, Parana State.
We visited a furniture factory specializing in kitchen sets, actually one
of Brazil’s most famous kitchen producers: Nicioli.
Irineu Borrasca, executive manager, was our
host during the visit, illustrating the organization.
The hall features a painting of Sant’Antonio da Padova, a sort of “certificate” of the origins of this company, and a pleasant conclusion for our journey. After all, we started talking Italian-Venetian-Portuguese and we finished with the flavor of ancient
stories of Italian immigrants...
Sant’Antonio is the company’s patron saint, and his
sketched picture is
the corporate brand.
The first name of the
company founded in
1961 by Marco Nicioli and his wife was
“Industria del Pio
Sant’Antonio”, maybe
Irineu Borrasca.
a bit too serious, so it
was replaced by the
family name later on. The business was the production of sinks and prefab concrete lavatories.
Years passed, needs changed and wooden furniture emerged, a new business that was approached with the support of an expert partner, Sebastiao Palmari, joining the company in 1982.
There was market demand, there were skill, and also
investment capacity. They started over from
scratch, signing an agreement with Palmari: he
would help them launch their business and, in return, they would support him in the creation of his
own company. Easier said than done, today Nicioli – as we said – is an established furniture manufacturer and Palmari has its own factory.

Italian technology
in the forefront
at Nicioli.

“The first product – Borrasca says – could only be
under-sink furniture for the kitchen. Then we moved
on to wardrobes and, only recently, kitchen sets,
which is the current specialization of Nicioli. We have
a rich and variegated catalog, ranging from low-cost
small kitchen sets fitting along a single wall, to more
complex, modular “design oriented” solutions. The
latter range has nothing less than European production. Two collections to meet the requirements
of very different customers. Recently, this production was complemented by a range of wardrobes and
furniture for children bedrooms, with the “Qmovi”
brand, a company where I have shares together with
Sebastiao Palmari and two more people”.

Nicioli's rich offer
for different
market segments.
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From foundation until today, things have changed.
Quite a lot. Today Nicioli has 260 employees, 55 in
“QMovi”, in a factory that covers 26 thousand
square meters indoors, with over 32 million Euro revenues and an export share around four percent.
“Today, good quality furniture also have a market
in Brazil”, Borrasca says. “The basic price range
is the most important, but this does not mean that
those customers accept poor furniture or don’t look
for superior quality products. With Nicioli we want
to satisfy both categories. Our company has certified the quality of production process and products, which is not common in this country…
Also in the popular segment, as I said, we pursue
the best possible quality. It is not easy, competition
is tough, but we believe this approach is paying
back”.
“We address final consumers through an extensive
network of shops and stores, which we serve
through a network of independent agents. We have
very loyal customers, who know and appreciate our
quality. Let me be very clear: our kitchen sets cost
25 percent more than an equivalent solution, on average. This might be a problem, because in a store
you have to sell... but if you are looking for a “different”, better solution, you know what you have to
request: Nicioli is a synonym for quality, superior
product from several points of view”.
Mr Borrasca, can we talk about technology?
“To support the quality I mentioned, technology is
essential. The selection of highly automated equipment, ensuring productivity and consistent quality,
32 XYLON INTERNATIONAL March-April 2013

is critical, as it allows to be more competitive and
have a better control on final product price. We are
investing in machinery and production systems, because it is not easy to find people willing to work in
this industry.
There are not enough human resources for all the
companies in our district! So, automation is the keyword: select faster machines with higher performance, attended by two workers instead of five or six,
as required by previous machines.
Our latest investment responds to this requirement,
it’s a powerful squaring-edgebanding line “Evolution Ssb” with turning device by Stefani and four
boring machines by Morbidelli. High technology
with excellent performance, reliability and productivity. To tell the truth, this is a direction we took
few years ago, but as soon as we made the first
steps, we immediately realized it would give us an
edge! When we saw how easy it was to manage
the huge number of codes that make up our production, we realized it was a decision we should
have made long before…”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

Review our January/February issue
In the first part published in the January/February issue of Xylon/Italianwoodtech, we introduced Scm Tecmatic with Marcos Mueller,
Eko Ambientes and Movergs with Ivo
Cansan, Multimoveis with Ivo Cusin, Moveis
Videira with Rogerio Dalla Costa and Bertolini Group with Artur Bertolini.

Bark protects the wood and lives with it.

Holzfreund prolongs the life of wood!
Holzfreund water-based paint systems: a wide range of coatings and finishes for external use, which guarantee
a high level of protection to doors and windows treated.
Holzfreund water-based finishes, either clear or pigmented, guarantee moisture resistance, particular surface hardness
and exceptionally high adhesion, which are synonymous with durability and particularly beautiful colour.
Holzfreund paint systems, for use on household furniture and on the outside of doors and windows,

Zaniolo CdA - 4.13

have obtained Catas Quality Award.

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di C. (VI) Italy
Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366
info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it

Kit Evergreen protects the beauty of wood.
Kit Evergreen: a series of specific products for effective cleaning
and maintenance of the wooden and glass parts of doors and windows,
capable of guaranteeing beauty and durability.
The Evergreen Kit comprises: Bi-clean, a single product for cleaning
wood and glass - Re-vive, to revive wood - Ri-nova, paint for
touching up - Abrasive sponge - Microfiber cloth for cleaning Paintbrush.

The economic crisis
is not slowing down research
and innovation activities
by manufacturers and suppliers
of products and technologies
for wood surface finishing.
They are focusing
on high performance
and custom solutions
to increase their business
in Italy and abroad.
The Italian market, from furniture to doors and windows, is slowing down or, at least, is following the
slow trend of the construction industry. But manufacturers of wood surface finishing products and
technology – from painting to edgebanding, from
sanding to abrasives up to decorative papers – continue to invest in innovation, because even in an enduring economic crisis the final customer considers high quality finishing as one of the most important added values to make a purchasing decision. With an eye (or maybe two) wide open on the
international situation, where also emerging countries are looking for high performance and, above
all, custom solutions.

TOP QUALITY AND COSTS
UNDER CONTROL

Focus on
technology
and materials
for finishing

As a manufacturer of automatic spraying machines and robots, as well as painting systems for
edges, with 130 employees and a 90 percent export share to China, Russia, Northern Europe and
the USA despite the crisis, Makor in Sinalunga
(Siena) – with a production site also in Pesaro for
the Tecnolegno brand – meets the demand – in
Italy, first of all – of suitable technology for just in
time production, with high flexibility and quick color and set-up changes,
according to the
processed workpiece.
The goal? Deliver the
highest quality while
keeping costs under
Carlo
control.
Dolciami.
The Italian market has

PERFECT FINISHING
UNDER THE SPOTLIGHTS

The Makor site in Sinalunga (Siena).

been stagnating for 3-4 years, but this does not
mean it is standing still”, said Carlo Dolciami, Sales
Director of Makor Group. “The most important companies, not only big ones but also small businesses,
are oriented towards innovation in a market that has
shrunk due to the crisis. The focus is on versatility and quality. Generally, all the people looking for
standard machines, today, prefer to save money
buying a second-hand machine that can be easily found in the market.
The element that boosts innovation is cooperation
with the most significant organizations of retail, looking for targeted technology solutions. “Flexibility is
the predominant trend not only for big orders, but
mostly for make-to-order strategies. We are working on simplification of machine management
and automation supporting the operator, with the
use of robotics, automatic color change and numerical control, targeted solutions to be applied step
by step according to the customer’s needs”.
Another point to consider as to research and innovation is the increasingly widespread use of MDF
panels and particleboard which – for high quality
applications – require edgebanding operations with
fillers and paints. In this case, thanks to the synergy
between Makor and Tecnolegno (i.e. between
painting and sanding), the Makor Group is recognized as a leader in this industry. Interaction with
coating product manufacturers and final cus-

tomers is daily and constant. “With them, we carry out painting cycle tests or we try and test the
ideas we are thinking about”.
Among the next innovation steps, the most significant projects include “...a machining process that
reduces handling operations on workpieces and
combines the different stages on one single machine or several integrated machines, and just-intime production with competitive costs for batch 1
as well as batch 1000”.
One of the key strengths of Makor is synergy among
all production departments: Panels, edges, profiles
and windows, “…right now, the doors and windows business seems to be an area where we still
have a lot to say, starting from painting operations
on dismounted and then assembled windows”.

AUTOMATION AND FLEXIBILITY
Finiture, based in Saonara (Padua) and specializing in the construction and installation of painting plants for doors and windows, furniture, chairs
and tables, has no doubt: looking abroad, today,
is the only viable solution. And wooden windows
is the area to bet on for the next wave of innovation. Matteo Baruzzo, marketing manager,
explains that “the Italian market of wood
painting plants has experienced a downfall
in recent years, affected by the negative
economic situation and investments stagnation, and, at the same time, by the
equipment purchased by most compaMatteo Baruzzo.
nies in the past decade, resulting into a proThe Finiture site
in Saonara (Padua).
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duction capacity that largely exceeds market demand. Markets like France and Germany continue to invest in wood coating instead”.
About 30 employees for a turnover of around 5 million Euros, sales operations in almost every country of the world through a network of agents/market watchers, in recent years Finiture has reached
a leading role in the production of doors and windows painting plants, “but our know-how allows us
to meet the requests for painting operations on
turned parts, chairs and children beds”.
Technology evolution is oriented towards automation without neglecting flexibility: “Modern
plants are equipped with anthropomorphous robots
that eliminate the need of labor, while ensuring quick
product changes and adaptability for all products,
allowing the company to automate its painting line
without having to install big plants, respecting current demands from architects that have forced door
and window manufacturers to propose a great variety of shades and colors”.
Also certification has brought doors and windows
manufacturers “…to equip themselves with painting lines to make sure that their windows pass more
and more restrictive quality tests. Plants are designed to offer the best technology to meet quality requirements of the workpiece”. And they are
looking beyond the crisis. For the future “wooden
doors and windows will still be the products on
which Finiture will be targeting its technology development. In the next years, we will focus on the
enhancement of our current offer, and we will always
be attentive to catch new needs and develop new
technology to meet new requirements”.

MORE ELECTRONICS FOR SANDING
With thirty-year experience in the woodworking
machinery industry, De Stefani in Birone di Giussano
(Monza Brianza) produces single-sided edge and
profile sanding machines, double-sided edge
(shaping) sanding machines, edge buffing machines,
machines for hot stamping foiling on panel edges,
automatic profile sanding polishing machines, top
and bottom calibrating/sanding machines as well as
loaders and unloaders for profiles, door and angle
profile gluing and assembling machines and double end profile cutting machines. The key strengths
of all these machines include great technological flexibility, ease of use and low maintenance.
Almost ten employees, with export markets mainly concentrated in countries with expanding econ36 XYLON INTERNATIONAL March-April 2013

omy. “Today the main
export markets that
are offering interesting
opportunities and perspectives belong to
the Eastern European
area including RusAlessio De Stefani.
sia, Belarus, Poland
and Lithuania”, explains Alessio De Stefani, partner of the family-led
company. On the contrary, “…the national market
is still experiencing a stagnation stage unfortunately,
without signs of improvements or recovery. We
need real measures for growth, providing companies with the opportunity to invest and people to start
spending money again, instead of bank-saving or
Europe-saving policies”.
Surface finishing is an evolving process. “Our key
strength is to meet the requests of each customer
by designing and developing tailor-made machines conceived for the product that the customer
wants to sand, an aspect that we fulfill thanks to the
support of new operating units that meet speed
requirements without affecting final quality”.
The most critical aspect in the production process
of sanding machines is the achievement of perfect
sanding that leaves the product unchanged in all
its parts. “Finishing should not cause damage, on
the contrary, it has to improve quality. For this reason, design has to be made to measure, respecting the material and the shape of the product to
sand. Custom mechanics and advanced electronics
are our passwords to beat competition”.
The company‘s research activities are focused on machine control and on maximum simplification to increase performance. “More intuitive electronics is what
we are trying to develop in order to obtain operating
control panels that offer easier setup management”.

SOLUTIONS FOR HANDICRAFT
Edgebanding is the new challenge that Maggi Engineering from Certaldo (Florence) – fifty employees
approximately – has
been tackling since
2009, combining the
production of single
side edgebanding
machines for straight
edges with the standard offer of NC semiStefania Maggi.
automatic boring ma-

ues to work on this added value. “Our key goal is
to be able to offer the reseller a high-end product,
for this reason we are producing new types of models for an increasingly complete machining range”.

AD-HOC ABRASIVE

chines, automatic feed and radial arm saws. Stefania Maggi, sales manager, explains the reasons for
this choice: “Our project aims at completing our range,
because our products are addressed to craftsmen
who require also edgebanding machines. We produce “entry level” edgebanders, suitable for all those
who want to approach this kind of processing”. The
proposal has been welcomed by Maggi’s customers, even in a difficult period affected by the crisis. Mostly abroad. As far as the market is concerned,
actually, “...in Italy it is difficult to figure out future developments, currently we do not see significant opportunities or improvements. In general, this trend has
made us lose some market shares”.
Export is doing better, accounting for 90 percent of
turnover today: “We are working to increase this percentage further. We export all over the world, 60 percent into the European area - both West and East,
Russia included - then to Turkey, the Mediterranean,
North and South America, Australia and India”
The guiding principle is to differentiate from
competitors. “We have worked to give our machine
superior features avoiding price wars. The enhancements include a round rather than rectangular
glue tank that avoids the deposition of glue in edges
and its burning, which might prevent correct gluing operations; the innovative tank cleaning system
from the bottom rather than from the top simply taking lukewarm glue out from a hole; the presence
of two specific motors for each drilling machine
rather than one motor; the system of edge trimmings
recovery in a small tank to ease cleaning operations;
the opportunity to move the unused material holder into a secondary position to reduce its footprint
and save room when the operator is not working
on the machine. Small details that are important to
support the sales activity of our resellers”.
The staff of the company’s technical office contin-

A wide vision on the market – from wood-furniture
to metal, from tanning to plastic materials and composites – allows Nastroflex, the company from Levada di Ponte di Piave (Treviso) specializing in the
production and processing of flexible abrasives for
surface sanding, to catch all different dynamics
characterizing the current scenario.
“We have started the year 2013 with positive perspectives”, said Gianluca Pellicciari, CEO. “The
wood and furniture industry recorded a negative trend
in 2012, but there are positive signs from several Italian companies that are facing the crisis and that we
support to improve their production processes”.
The facilities in Trezzano sul Naviglio (Milan) and Ponte
di Piave have one hundred employees, with an export share that reached 40 percent in 2012 and that
is expected to grow further in the current year, in particular in Central and Northern Europe and in South
America. “Our customers are manufacturers experiencing strong growth or willing to improve their production processes, and they ask for high quality products and skills to leverage them most effectively”.
The selection criteria for abrasives vary according
to geographical areas. “In South-Central Europe
wood has been replaced by film-coated panels,
while Northern Europe and South America prefer
solid wood and veneers. To the former, we offer high
finishing quality abrasive papers given that the thickness and the need to limit painting costs do not allow to have margins for multiple processes, while for
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the latter – operating in markets with strong growth
rates – we are focusing on products ensuring high
durability without compromising on performance.
The use of high quality abrasive belts allows to obtain a perfect finishing result, while reducing the
amount of paint that has to be used. Another key
element is customization. “According to the type of
paint and production process, we offer different solutions in terms of substrate (paper or film), construction (open or closed), anti-static or anti-clogging formulas that protect abrasive surfaces from
adhesion of sanding dust, improve performance as
well as the healthiness of the working environment”.
Dialogue with paints manufacturers and painting
technology suppliers is vital. “We regularly organize technical meetings with the leading paint and
machinery manufacturers. This is very useful to catch
new trends and develop combined solutions, for example for water-based paints that are increasingly
widespread but have specific sanding problems”.

HIGH QUALITY MEETS ELEGANCE
Headquartered in Thansau, Germany, with an Italian branch in Rosate (Milan), 140 employees for national and international business, especially in the
Mediterranean countries where the export volume
of decor papers and/or melamine or finish foils accounts for 40 percent of production, Schattdecor
is one of the leading manufacturers of decor papers
for wood and furniture items worldwide.
Decor printing is a process involved in the production
of decor paper; i.e. paper printed to reproduce wood
or other materials and
then laminated to a rigid
substrate of furniture
items (surface of worktops, cabinet fronts, furniture frames, etc.) or
Franco
other general elements
Lozza.
(boiserie, laminate flooring etc.). Decor paper
designs can be divided into the following three categories: wood reproductions, reproductions and interpretations of stones, fabrics, tiling and metallic
surfaces, and fancy and abstract designs.
According to Franco Lozza, Sales Director of
Schattdecor Italia, in Italy “…the furniture market
continues to experience a period of strong difficulty,
mainly due to complex financial situations with significant delays in payments. We see companies collapsing every week, and the conditions of the Ital38 XYLON INTERNATIONAL March-April 2013

ian economy where the construction industry is still
stagnating are worsened by the bigger problems
of the Mediterranean region, an important reference
market for our products and for the production of
our customers. It is difficult to forecast the trend of
the next months”.
Innovation is not only based on quality but also on
elegance and look, according to latest design
trends, combining décor papers with new printed
papers with glossy solid colors, and digital printing solutions on décor papers using rotogravure
printed colors. Since 2011, the market has been offering digital printed products with specific and custom patterns based on customer specifications. “Besides all these product/design innovations, we continue our research activities in the field of impregnation, to discover increasingly innovative tactile
surfaces and resistance features”.
Going beyond simple pattern development, the
company is focusing on “the need to study the workpiece as a whole. This means that, when we approach a new design, we look at the finished product and we address research and production accordingly, providing our customers with a wide
range of solutions that are constantly updated and
in line with design trends and their technical requirements, without compromising on technical and
quality performance”.
by Olivia Rabbi ■

ICA

ZETAGÌ

“SUPERCARE” RANGE

“RETRON”: LINE

Ica's R&D laboratories have developed
a series of top coats
that not only meet
the requirement to
achieve surfaces with
high levels of opacity but that also offer
excellent performance and have minimal environmental
impact.
These were the three
objectives of the “Supercare” range, which is composed of extra-matt top coats with high levels of
chemical/physical resistance and extremely low Voc
content. These products feature high levels of
scratch resistance, chemical resistance and
mar resistance. Moreover, they are able to endow
the object to which they are applied with a perfect
matt finish, and to do so in a way that respects the
environment.
The technologically advanced “Supercare” range,
which encompasses both transparent and pigmented coatings, is available in various configurations: water-based bicomponent, water-based Uv
and high solid content Uv. The range has been designed to meet an array of different requirements,
even taking in different application technologies,
since the range contains products for spray and
roller application.
Ica has been developing wood-coating products
with low levels of environmental impact for more
than two decades, and so can leverage a great
deal of practical experience, allowing it to select
the most appropriate raw materials and formulations for the intended use. ■

Zetagi (www.zetagi.it) is a well known historical
brand for the water based coatings used to protect
the outdoor and indoor wood structures, with a wide
range of high performance coatings, among which
is the “Retron” line of products designed for the
treatment of indoor wood surfaces.
It is a line of bi-component water based poliuretanic products, using acrylic resins and a specific alifatic hardener (code 730030).
The product line includes base coats,
clear insulating and
pigmented insulating water based
products that protect the wood with a
flexible but highly
resistant film easy
to sand, as well as
clear top coats (20
gloss) and pigmented top coats for the best finishing.
The top coats “Retron” – water based − are
made from a poliuretanic base with a peculiar formulation that is very suitable for furniture and indoor wood products.
The resins used, together with the other components of the formulation of the top coats “Retron”
(water based), give the coating film its characteristic
flexibility and resistance to the oxidizing agents as
well as to the yellowing caused by the sun rays;
moreover the surface of the wood products treated becomes particularly resistant to scretches or
erosion caused by cleaning chemicals. ■
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GIARDINA FINISHING

NASTROFLEX

ADVANCED AND RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY

LATEST PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENTS
Chart 1 – Abrasive decay

Shear

Nastroflex 431/RA

Competing product
Working hours
Microwawe oven “Mos”.

”Uv Dryer Gst
Plus Albatros”.

Chart 2 – Rugosity achieved from 431RA
and from competing product
(belt on top – group with pad)
Maximum rugosity in…

Giardina Finishing is engaged in the coating of wood,
glass and plastic materials with a wide range of technologically advanced and highly reliable plants.
The type of Giardina products answers all painting requirements ,including lines for coating of flat
or shaped panels, doors, windows, assembled furniture or three-dimensional pieces, turnings, profiles, parquet flooring and building materials , etc.
The attention paid to the demanding market of the
wood industry has in fact pushed Giardina to seek
and to apply new industrial technologies to ensure
higher productivity systems even for small production
batches, the high quality of the painted pieces and
the reduction of the environmental impact.
Environmental protection is in fact one of the main
targets of Giardina, amply demonstrated by the
successful introduction of the revolutionary patented “selected microwawe drying system Mos”
for drying of industrial water-based paints.
Furthermore ,in the field of Uv drying, the series of
“Gst” ovens enriched with the introduction of the
energy-efficient electronic power control system “Uv
Plus”, which allows considerable energy savings,
and increased lamp life. ■

Competing product

Nastroflex 431/RA

New belt

Detection phase Worn belt

Among the top products offered by Nastroflex
(www.nastroflex.it) to all customers, “431RA” is an
abrasive with E-wt paper backing (235-245
gr/sqm), widely used to provide a steady grip on
surfaces coated with melamine paper and designed to be painted with acrylic or polyester paints.
Its peculiarity is the consistent finishing quality
throughout its lifecycle, ensured by a decay curve
that remains basically flat until the end of useful life
(Chart 1).
This avoids frequent machinery adjustments, with
significant time saving for the operator.
This abrasive product is very popular in the furniture industry, having been optimized over the years
to achieve excellent technical features. Performance in the preparation of surfaces for finishing and
painting operations is clearly represented in
charts, showing that, throughout the processing cycle with a “P400” grain wide belt mounted on a
buffer sanding unit, “431RA” achieves roughness
levels much lower than competitive products,
and consequently, much smoother and consistent
sanding (Chart 2). ■
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CMA ROBOTICS
QUALITY IN INNOVATION
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xylon.it
Based in Pradamano (Udine), Cma Robotics (www.cmarobot.it) stands out for the innovative, reliable solutions it has
been providing to the painting market. Besides ensuring
clearly higher product quality compared to manual applications, the company’s plants not only guarantee remarkable paint saving, but also environmental safeguard.
Two of these solutions are represented by plants for the
automated painting of doors, windows and cabinet doors.
The doors and windows system is able to ensure outstanding painting quality
with no need to program the
robot, and this thanks to the
use of an optical reading
system which detects the
workpiece shape and size,
consequently generating
the program for the robot
based on parameters that
customers may choose according to their specific requirements. The painting of cabinet doors is carried out
by robots assisted by 2d and 3d vision systems for programming, which is completely automatic. Customers can
adapt application parameters to their needs or the type
of gun and/or paint. The final product quality has no comparison with other automatic plants, most of all with high
gloss paints. These systems incorporate a software for automatic gun cleaning and quick color change; in addition,
they comply with different standards, including Atex for
the use of inflammable products. ■

www.xylon.it
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MAKOR, QUALITY AND FLEXIBILITY
Makor (www.makor.it) will
exhibit at Ligna 2013 the latest generation of cn robotic
sprayer for flat finishing of
panels and volumetric components for furniture. The
new “Robospray” has been
designed to achieve the best
finishing quality both with
matt and high-gloss coatings, at the same time ensuring maximum flexibility
for small series and just-intime production.
The solution adopted by
Makor with cn anthropomorphic arm outplays the traditional cartesian coordinate robots. The new version which
will be presented at Ligna
combines high quality finish
with high productivity. The
machine has two arms, the
first one is the anthropomorphic cn robot arm already
adopted for the previous
model, while the second arm
is an oscillating unit. This
combination allows the machine to be very versatile as

it can work both in robot
mode (first arm on as cn robot, second arm off) and reciprocating mode (both arms
oscillating in a big volumetric cabin, hence high volumes of paint can be applied
at high speed).
But the most interesting feature will be the possibility to
work as through-feed robotoscillating mode, that is –
with panels moving forward
without stopping inside the
cabin like traditional robots
require, the first cn arm will
be coating the edges of panels as they are moving forward, while the second arm
will be coating the top face of
panels, thus matching high
quality finish on edges with
higher productivity.
With regards to edge sealing
technology, a special applicator mounted on the “Gemini” machine, patented by
Makor, makes it possible to
seal chipboard panel edges

by using a clear Uv putty material.
This process is addressed
both to producers of
wrapped panels who use increasingly attractive thinner
finished papers and to clients
who must produce lacquered
panels from melamine-faced
chipboard panels. Thanks
also to the expertise and
sanding solutions of the sister company Tecnolegno,
several installations have
been made by Makor Group
in the last few years for sealing edges in Mdf and/or
chipboard.
On top of this, a new ink-jet
printing application has been
added to make the edge

coating process always more
complete and attractive to
panel manufacturers, as it
opens a new possibilities to
coating the edge in line with
any kind of matt or high
gloss color after its sealing
and sanding preparation,
basically a new step towards
a fully finished edge. ■
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Sanding line
“Corian”.

NERLI

SUPERFICI

TECHNOLOGIES FOR BRUSHED BRIGHT

SPRAYING MACHINE “MAGNUM”

Nerli (www.nerli.it), technologies on its own design
for furniture finishing and execution of a complete
cycle for brushed glossy paints at the highest level with special sanding machines, new concept
brushing machines “Grotos” and polishing machines for kitchens, wardrobes, doors, musical instruments and others with finishing on polyurethane
and polyester, glossy, opaque and transparent
paints, Wengè, Zebrano, walnut Daniela, bleached
and coloured durmast and others.
The new brushing machine “Grotos 18000” gives
the paints the best finishing with high gloss brightness, without scratches
or damaging of the outside edges of panels
thanks to the newest and
innovative technologies
that allow to machine
paints with the highest
softness : with two combined, contemporary and
adjustable rotating motions and rotation reversal
the highest brightness is obtained.
The Transversal sanding machines are specifically
manufactured to carry out the sanding of panels
to be polished besides other kind of workings on
wood and paints. In fact, any top quality polishing
can be obtained without a perfect and soft sanding, especially if directly compared with finishing
without shadings and undulations or if tested
against the light with “mirror effect”.
We also produce modular wide upper belt sanding machines equipped with the newest innovations and special heads for super finishing of our
own design that allow original solutions and the
best qualitative performances. ■

“Grotos 18000”.
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“Magnum” is the
top level machine
among Superfici’s
spraying machines;
the machine guarantees the highest
quality level thanks
to the large cabin and the wide distance between
the spraying arms together with high feed speeds.
“Magnum” has these main technical features: independent driven reciprocators with offset adjustment to optimize the spraying path of one arm
with respect to the other (patented). This achieves
an optimal lacquer distribution even in the most critical applications.
Multiple lacquer reclaiming and belt cleaning
units allow to have the possibility of a differential
reclaiming of the different lacquer materials and the
quick lacquer change from one lacquering product to the next one. A colour change software is
integrated in the machine control.
Equipped with patented pressurization system
with air flows at the machine infeed and outfeed.
The automatically changing filter is optional. The
system achieves the automatic filter change without stopping production and with no need for the
operators to enter the spraying cabin and to handle dirty filters. The dirty filter automatically
changes on operator request or automatically after a certain amount of production has been
processed. In this way the spraying machine can
guarantee the same suction quality for a very long
time; avoiding production losses, keeping constant
the quality of the sprayed pieces and preventing
the operators from executing un-healthy jobs. ■

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS ITALY

It’s official: few weeks ago,
Sayerlack became a brand,
a name that we will continue
to use for an organization that
has been operating in the
world of wood for decades.
That’s ok for us, as the core
has not changed substantially. Only the company
name has changed, the organization, the sign of a specific strategy, a season of further renewal and stronger determination to be leaders.
Last January, SherwinWilliams Italy srl was founded from the merger of Sayerlack srl and SherwinWilliams Italy Coatings srl,
both belonging to The Sherwin Williams Company, the
American corporation which
represents one of the most
important international groups
in the coatings industry. The
Sherwin Williams Company, we say it for the few people who may not know it, is
specializing in the production,
distribution and sales of
paints and coatings for industries, professionals, distributors and shops; it operates all over the world, with

facilities located in 30 countries and more than 30 thousand employees, managing
– in fact – about fifty different
brands, for a total turnover
exceeding 9.5 billion US dollars in 2011.
A highly reputable organization that is giving a strong
sign to the sales network
and its customers through
this operation, aiming at increasing integration of the
several resources provided
by the American giant. For
the Italian market as well.
Sherwin-Williams Italy, thus,
will produce and distribute

Sayerlack, Linea Blu, Oece
and Becker Acroma products and paints.
The first “official show-up” of
the new company occurred
at the end of February in
Bologna, during the presentation of the operation to
the sales force. Reactions
were definitely positive and
the official announcement –
even if news had spread
among the attendees long
before – took place in an atmosphere of general enthusiasm and curiosity, with the
clear awareness of the huge
opportunities that this new organization may offer to the
network and to the customers
above all.
Agents and resellers met the
management of the company to analyze the sales results, define new goals for the
year to come and celebrate
together the brand new company. The event was also attended by Dennis Karnstein,
Sr. Vice President & Gener-

al Manager - Europe, Product
Finishes Division; Alberto
Elli, vice president and Controller Global Finishes Group;
Ivan Costantini, Marketing
director Europe , together
with a representative group
from Spain, led by Stefan
Buzzi, General Manager
Spain.
Alessandro Pirotta, Managing Director South Europe, had the task to illustrate the “changes in continuity” and the spirit with
which the markets should be
approached, also thanks to
an excellent offer of technical products for wood, which
remains the core business
combined with a complete
range of products for glass
and an interesting approach
to plastic supports.
But we will talk about it in the
coming issues of Xylon,
when we will publish an interview to Alessandro Pirotta who will help us understand the details of the operation. ■
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TWO MACHINES IN ONE
FOR PERFECT FINISHING
Less processing steps, quick operation
and flexibility for just-in-time is equal
to higher competitiveness and high-quality
for demanding markets.
The idea stems from Pandolfi,
Ornamobil Group, that has developed
this new technology with Viet.

In order to be competitive in an industry such as
furniture, and kitchen sets in particular, where finishing represents a basic part of the product
added value, it is vital to have suitable and innovative technology to ensure high results reducing
costs and processing times. This is the strategy
adopted by Pandolfi in Pesaro, a company of Ornamobil Group, with a story of over thirty years in
one of the most important manufacturing areas of
made-in-Italy furniture.
The historical specialization lies in the production
of brushed glossy furniture doors, that today are
one of the key-products of the industry in Italy as well
as abroad and the ace in the hole of a company producing customized furniture items, complete and
contract solutions, with a strong focus on the shipbuilding industry. The integration of Pandolfi within the Ornamobil Group, in 2004, brought the

company to carry out new investments for technology equipment in order to improve the performance level in an increasingly demanding market, leveraging next-generation machines developed
in partnership with some of the most important Italian brands, including Group Cefla of Imola (Bologna)
for painting and Viet (based in Gradara, near Pesaro Urbino) for sanding and brushing.
Viet – a company that has recently joined Biesse
Group – has developed a brand new machine for
surface brushing and polishing, integrating the
processes previously carried out by two separate
machines, with a single feed-through plant that releases a fully-finished panel. Not a minor change,
for a company with about twenty employees and a
turnover that - only for furniture doors - reaches two
million Euros and that, above all, allows to look at
the future with program expansion projects, thanks
to the opportunity to offer new kinds of finishing.

Two pictures
of “Lacc System”.

We have talked to Orlando Magi, Production
Manager of Group Ornamobil, about the features
of this new plant and the benefits that it offers for
the machining process.
Mr. Magi, you have acquired advanced technologies to process brushed glossy elements ensuring also flexibility so as to carry out other painting operations as well: this
allows you to face an economic season
which is not easy...
“In fact, we have integrated two machines

Orlando
Magi.
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focus on technology and materials for finishing

HIGH TECHNOLOGY FOR QUALITY
“Lacc System” process by Viet is an
automatic continuous cycle solution,
based on machines with a modular
concept for sanding, buffing and
polishing panels, processes that until now required various machines and
considerable labor resources.
This solution completely eliminates
setup times, resulting in big time
saving in the selection and positioning of panels to be placed onto the
worktable. The line concept of the system ensures operation continuity,
avoiding idle times waiting for the
completion of the previous batch
being processed.
The adjustment parameters allow the
user to maintain uniform quality
standards regardless of the wear of
tools or different panel types. These
solutions preserve the edges and
sharp corners of the panels ensuring
that they remain intact without the need
to use special protective elements.
The cycle speed allows the customer to obtain high production volumes maintaining constant quality
parameters.
The modular system also allows to
develop customized machines meeting specific production requirements. According to the different
configurations, it is possible to provide customized solutions aimed at

satisfying the important work load of
big companies as well as smaller
production outputs, suitable for small
and medium companies that want to
obtain optimal finishing results with
limited budget and labor. The most
sophisticated “Lacc System” includes: unit with two separate cotton
brushes, oscillating and inclined in
opposite direction one from the other; station with six rotating and oscillating brushes with Rham gloss
cotton rollers; “RhamGloss” rotating
buffing unit. All the functions of the system are
managed through a
TouchSreen 15” interface
simplifying the activities
of less expert operators.
Viet also produces “S4”
industrial sanding center which allows to carry
out sanding and calibrating operations in
high-productivity automatic lines, thus ensuring constant
quality performance also for the
toughest processes. The machine incorporates roller working aggregates with up to 400 mm diameter,
ideal for the pre-sanding of veneered and/or painted panels and for
the finishing of solid wood panels; a

in one, a system we have enhanced with Viet. The
need to carry out just-in-time doors processing,
brushing and buffing without production from
stock, has led us to this new technology. There are
several benefits.
This set-up allows us also to diversify customers
thanks to a higher resistance to market's ups and
downs. With this machine we can deliver complete
kitchen furniture doors within three weeks, finalized and shipped to any customer, in 160 colors from our catalog, half of which are glossy and
the other half matte”.
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cross unit with 8.700 mm action
range, available both at the inlet and
at the outlet; and finally, a super-finishing “Ipp" unit - Viet patent
1979 – which, thanks to a larger contact surface than traditional pads and
a laminar belt between pad and
sanding belt, ensures excellent finishing quality on any product type.
The cross unit, the pad and superfinishing units are equipped with
“Hp” and “Hp Duo” patented systems (“High Performance Duo”).

The new mechanics of “Hp” pad allows to use minimal pressure values
on pneumatic cylinder pads, keeping unaltered copying capacity, increasing the sensitiveness to surface
variations and reducing the obstruction of abrasive belt with consequent life extension. ■

How is it possible to manage all this options also
for small batches and orders?
“… with extremely quick color change. For this reason, manufacturers have developed solutions
suitable for “just in time” processing, thanks to which
it is possible to reduce costs and wastes, while for
orders of two, three pieces we work with booths.
Currently we produce from 10 to 15 thousand
pieces per month, we receive three orders per
month and – as I was saying – we process them
within three weeks. This means that a delivery is
scheduled every week. Very short times, without

considering requests for out-of-size options, but anyway we have to adapt to market changes. Consider
that big customers ask for certain costs and processing times; if we cannot meet the customer’s
requests, we lose the job”.
This has driven you to buy more flexible and quicker technology: have you found answers to your
needs?
“Sure. Times are not easy, but today we can leverage the results of the efforts for a project that has
taken us four years of hard work. The collaboration
with Viet has led us to define machines that have
proved to be absolutely perfect and strongly profitable for huge orders. But the demand for this kind
of supplies is rather limited and we have to face a
huge demand for highly complex small batches.
Exactly the opposite. For this reason, we have tried
to think of a way to leverage a technology suitable
for big productions also to carry out small batches ensuring the highest quality. It has not been so
easy but with specific changes and cooperation with
Viet we have succeeded in doing it”.
Thus, advanced technologies for high productivity and maximum flexibility, always considering handmade orders. How can you manage all this?
“With patience and professionalism. We need accurate and expert operators, mainly for manual processing. The rest is represented by machine features, with automatic color changes without pump
replacement and with automatic cleaning, the opportunity to have two catalysts with two, three, five
different color types allowing to cut processing times.
Mdf panels, particleboard and laminated panels are
taken to the production site and stocked in the buffer
warehouse according to their sizes, ready to be selected for the order. The first sanding operations
of raw wood are carried out with Viet “S4” calibrating sanding machine. We cut the panels,
mainly Mdf and we stock furniture doors in the warehouse with a base made of white sanded polyester.

When we get an order we create the different BOMs
according to the colors and we start to sand pieces
and paint the inside part, then the same operation
is carried out in the “nice” side. And then outer
brushing, buffing and cleaning processes are implemented as well as delivery. Beyond kitchen sets
and furniture in general, we also process doors for
office furniture, pressed mdf and pvc, we produce
veneered wood and we paint panels using Uv products that we can brush in a second stage.
As I was saying, until recently we were forced to
carry out the last stages of the process with two machines, a brushing and a buffing machine. Now we
use one single plant, “Lacc System”: we load the
pieces and the process can start. In the first machine there is a longitudinal brush that brushes and
finishes the piece, while for the second machine we
can chose what we need, thus rotational or longitudinal system according to the finishing result we
want to obtain. At this stage, disks are
used for buffing operations and we
have just to take our furniture doors
from the outbound table. We take
them in the packaging department,
where they are protected with specific
films and labeled according to the order and that’s it.
We have a color control room that allows us to check the color results
thanks to the simulation of the different kinds of lights available, and that allows us to
obtain the highest quality, so that only perfect furniture doors will be produced in our site”.

“Viet S4” in operation.

Finishing is the last stage of the cycle, what the final customer perceives in a stronger way…
“Exactly. The quality, the aesthetic value of a furniture item significantly depend on our job. For this
reason as well we have decided to deal with the
whole cycle, leaving external operators and managing the whole process independently. Of course
with suitable technologies…”. ■
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SCM GROUP, ONCE AGAIN
PROTAGONIST AT LIGNA
Ideas and technologies, innovation, passion and design will be the keywords
that will mark the participation of the Italian group in the forthcoming edition
of Ligna in Hanover from 6 to 10 May 2013.
“A presence that intends to illustrate what the Scm
Group is today: a large, strong industrial group, engaged in conceiving and creating innovative technologies that give substance to ideas, that make production more simple, efficient, economic and competitive”. That's how Raphaël Prati on 5 February in
Berlin, during a preview dedicated to the German
press, described the themes that will characterise
the presence at the forthcoming Ligna in Hanover.
“In recent years we have governed a new evolution
of our sixty-year history”, continued the Group Communications Director. “In a difficult economic situation we have refocused on our business approach,
on our constant search for a more effective partnership with our customers: from the small craftsman to the large corporation which needs to produce in large volumes. With the utmost attention to
what we believe to be the true, essential revolution,
that is, to make complex things simple…”.
Technological expertise, production capacity, process
knowledge, closeness to users: all this will be summarised in three stands of over 2,600 square metres in hall 25 (industrial solutions), hall 11 (carpentry solutions) and hall 26 (industrial components), whose image has been designed in collaboration with BloomLab, a prestigious architecture and
design firm that boasts many and well-known partners. Hiteco, the brand focused on production of electrospindles, drilling units, robotic units and worktops,
offering optimal performance for both group solutions
as well as for the most prestigious Italian and international industrial companies, will be in Hall 26.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
The presentation during the Ligna will first of all
demonstrate the ability of the Scm Group to gen50 XYLON INTERNATIONAL March-April 2013

erate technological innovation. Continuously and
in all sectors in which the thirty brands of the group
are active.
Hiteco, the brand focused on production of electrospindles, drilling units, robotic units and worktops,
offering optimal performance for both group solutions as well as for the most prestigious Italian and
international industrial companies, will be in Hall 26.
There will be many innovative machines, systems and
new or profoundly renewed work cells on show with
the possibility to see them at work. Solutions designed
to deliver real benefits to users, able to collaborate
in the production of improved objects and elements,
more easily, with lower costs and in less time.

LEADERSHIP
IN PRODUCTION PROCESS
With this pay-off the Scm Group emphasises its vocation in the “Industrial” field, that is, “high end”
solutions for large-scale production.
From the “Housing” division – technologies for those
dealing with the home as a “shell” – like the new versions of the “Accord” work centre series for window
frames and solid wood in general, of particular interest, in addition to the “Dogma” angular work centre and the powerful “Superset” moulder.
For the first time, the Scm Group will present a number of work cells, true “factories” at the Ligna.
Among these, the innovative cell, whose name will

be revealed at the event, dedicated to the production of window frames and solid wood machining, able to work without supervision, to the benefit of increased productivity.
A highly automated solution for batch production,
but with which it is also easy to manage special
pieces, particular shaped window frames, one-off
pieces. Productivity and at the same time total flexibility, small working dimensions and the opportunity for a rapid return on investment also make this
incredible solution accessible to small and medium-sized frame makers.
These principles characterise the three work cells
presented by the “Furniture” division, designed for
a market seeking more integrated production systems. Not to be missed are the cutting cell proposed
by Gabbiani, the boring cell by Morbidelli and the
“Easy Order Az” by Stefani, a “smart” one-batch
edgebanding cell which checks a thousands
times per second all the operations being carried
out, reaching unthinkable levels of efficiency and
versatility: whatever the daily production volume –
from three kitchens to a living room, a single shelf
for furnishing an office – using the “Easy Order Az”
is always cost-effective.
An example of the possibilities that are common to
this segment of the Scm Group offer.

CARPENTRY SOLUTIONS
Great commitment also on the “historic” side of the
Italian group, that is, further evolution of the machines identified by the red logo. Minimax proposes
robust, compact, safe and easy to use classic machines, created for the demanding hobbyist but also
chosen by wood professionals.
Scm offers “stand alone” solutions, dedicated to
made-to-measure production but designed for
small batches, for the evolved craftsman, machines
capable of high performance thanks to the significant technological content, for maximum finished
product quality and easy and intuitive operation. Because it is important to make simple even the most

complex operation or machining …
In the forefront are the new developments on the
“L'Invincibile” range, a brand that distinguishes the
higher end of classic Scm machines. At Ligna, in
Hall 11, as many as 28 machines, including completely new solutions or solutions with new aggregates will be on show, demonstrating that even
when demand is less “stimulating”, the Scm Group
has continued its commitment to research and innovation in all sectors, from panel sizing to classic
machines, from edgebanding to boring, from finishing to work centres.
The “Olimpic K 660” edgebanding machines, the
“TI 145 Ep Class” electronic spindle moulder with
programmer and tilting shaft and the new Scm
“Tech Z1 pro space boring and milling work centre will certainly be the talk of the show. Ligna will
be the baptism for this work centre, “designed for
all carpentry workshops”, which requires limited
space and has technical features enabling greater
productivity, with extremely short set up times and
– once again – great ease of use.
The common denominator of all the technologies
presented at Ligna by the Scm Group is its commitment to make every operation absolutely simple and intuitive; thanks, for example, to the
“Watch” line supervisor, to the “Tecpad” remote
control Cnc console and to the new functionalities
of “Professor Pappagallo” which enable operators to manage every process with great ease. Because, we repeat once again, the challenge lies in
making complex things simple!

“ECO”, CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT,
ECONOMIC ADVANTAGE
The Scm Group at Ligna 2013 will provide a further
demonstration of its ability to create solutions with
maximum respect for the environment, in all its
forms, with the desire to provide concrete economic
advantages for users.
Particular attention will be focused on the potential of the “Savenergy” packages which characterise all group machines and solutions. A set of innovations, components, aggregates and expedients which - specifically applied to individual machines and for different production processes - will
allow a reduction in consumption (energy and materials) and less wear of parts. Measurable savings,
therefore, perfectly quantifiable. ■
Halls 25, 11 and 26.
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STRATEGY, MECHATRONICS
AND INNOVATION
Masterwood, a leader in the woodworking business,
has adopted Beckhoff’s German technology.
The woodworking machinery market in Italy includes
several excellent actors that can face global competition. Masterwood in Rimini (www.masterwood.com) is a fully fledged member of this community and a reference supplier for the wood industry. “Masterwood is an Italian-German alliance”, says Giancarlo Muti, founding member of
Masterwood. “Our success basically results from
two factors: the first, typically Italian, is the capacity
to understand the needs of our target market and
to translate them into woodworking machinery; the
second, typically German, enables us to develop
solutions with recognized quality, flexibility and reliability, also using components and subsystems for
which Beckhoff is surely a reference brand”.
Masterwood was created in 1990 from the technical and cultural heritage of Muti (a manufacturer of
chisel and mortising machines) and Zangheri &
Boschetti, specializing in the production of automatic
multiple drilling machines.
“Since then, there have been several market
changes – Muti says – which also brought innovation
in our company. Focused on product, we had to
change our design and production approach to

Giancarlo Muti (left) and Pierluigi Olivari.
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meet the requirements of our customers, while continuing to generate the necessary profits to guide
and develop product innovation”.
Over time, the company had to solve the classical
equation where the variables are functionality and
flexibility requested by the market, production costs
and number of product units.
“To move into the right direction – Muti says – we
immediately realized it was essential to act on the
product development and manufacturing cycle. Cost
optimization forced us to switch from make-to-order,
where each machine is a different story, to maketo-stock, where most machines are built on a standard block and customization is based on additional
blocks, which can be installed at a later stage by
service centers, directly at the customer’s site”.
“A continuous challenge with different stages – Muti
continues – whereby we are committed at hardware
and software level, we had and wanted to deploy
a strategy of openness and standardization, ensuring
sustainable costs and the necessary flexibility”.
At the beginning, all products were equipped with
a numerical control manufactured in-house for all
components, both hardware and software.
“We believed that, in this way, – Muti explains – we
could succeed in implementing and controlling those
functionalities to differentiate from competition. A
great intuition that has boosted our growth, but over
time it showed its limits in the cost/unit ratio, plus
the complexity and variety of devices to be driven,
and their management in the long term. For all these
reasons, we decided to reconsider the method to
develop and support the features that represented
our key success factor, exploring what could be
found in the industrial market”.
A system with high-end functions can be productive over time, provided it can be built on a commercial platform. In this case, the development and
preservation of basic functions is transferred to the
platform manufacturer.

The working center “Project 350”.

“Our intuition, supported by continuous contacts
with our customers, first led us to evaluate a virtual cnc in laboratory, and then we tested a standard
cnc with increasingly complex functionality. We
looked for a product supplier that was as complete
as possible to build our software platform on. Considering the quality of products and the technical
service in Italy, we opted for Beckhoff, which provides all we need for our working centers”.
“It’s a relationship built on mutual esteem – says Pierluigi Olivari, Country Manager of Beckhoff in Italy
(www.beckhoff.it) – based on the awareness that,
to make quality solutions at affordable prices for the
market, you have to work with innovative products,
though already proven, and standard platforms supporting custom product configurations. We ensured
the availability of safe, reliable and state-of-the-art
components and technology for Masterwood. Service and support with solutions based on Beckhoff
components: industrial PCs, I/Os, from series
“EL10xx” to series “EL4xxx” and modules “EL6751
CanOpen Master”, and last but not least, the communication bus “EtherCat” open to the external world
and to the “TwinCat-Cnc” architecture, a real control room for Beckhoff-branded automation.
A powerful and flexible numerical control, with all
the functions required of modern working centers,
featuring a high number of axes, different splines,
gantry axis functions to have multiple coordinate
systems. All of this to meet the different needs of
customers with one single product, simply adjusting
configuration parameters during startup”.
“Project 350” and “Project 365” are an example:
performance, flexibility, modularity and cost-effectiveness, packed into a three-axis and a five-axis
machining center. With a new mechanical design,
following the adoption of Beckhoff Cncs, and enhanced overall performance, flexibility has been increased with eight kits that are always available to
configure the machine even at the last minute,

according to the needs of each customer. The standard machine has all the electric and pneumatic
connections required to install the different kits either at the original purchase or later on, with the
same ease and low cost. A large set of fixed or tilting angular heads complete the configuration
and make these working centers ideal for the processing of panels, doors, windows, stairs and any
special application.
The vacuum system allows the quick positioning of
clamping devices, strongly reducing the configuration time for the worktable; the continuous sidewall helps position several pieces without wasting
time and money. The new gantry construction, designed with the finite element method, delivers superior machining accuracy and quality, also thanks
to brushless motors and linear guides with ball circulating blocks on each axis.
“We had a specific goal: design machines to support our business model, where each basic machine
can and must be customized in four to eight hours
directly by our reseller at their site, or at the final
customer’s”, Muti says. “With the help of Beckhoff’s
products, we can state that the goal has been definitely achieved”. ■
Masterwood Hall 25 - stand B55.
Beckhoff Hall 17 - stand A40.
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BIESSE, PASSWORD: INNOVATE!
Biesse – the renowned company based in Pesaro, specializing in the wood, glass
and stone machining business – will certainly be one of
the top players at the next edition of Ligna, where the company will exhibit several technology innovations, including products and software.
According to the company
headquartered in Pesaro,
“...the investments carried
out by Biesse in recent years
- aimed at renewing and extending their product ranges
– will allow the company to
attend one of the most important exhibitions in the
world with solutions providing
targeted answers, increasingly oriented to customer
needs, ensuring the high
quality, finishing and design
standards of “made in
Biesse” machines”.
“We are happy to come back
to Ligna with big news – said
Cesare Tinti, director of the

Wood Division – because
this shows that, even during
a difficult period, Biesse continues to invest in Research
& Development, proving to
have strong innovation capacity in the field of machines and software. We
meet the needs of our customers not only by offering
new technology, but also
with the introduction of a
unique software in the market, designed to simplify the
management of NC machines, an ambitious project
that we have been developing for years and that we will
be proud to present at the exhibition”.
This will be the new launch
for Ligna, a new software
solution, developed in-house
by Biesse, which will be the
main focus. An intuitive and
innovative solution that delivers maximum user-friendliness and that will enable
users to accurately simulate

the cycle that the machine
has to carry out, providing
simplified process management through improved performance and reduced processing times.
The Biesse stand at Ligna
2013 will show several innovative solutions for solid
wood processing, mainly for
doors and windows; new
technology with high innovation content and extreme
versatility. Revolutionary technology, including new solutions for doors and windows,
in terms of technology, ease
of use and productivity.
Significant space will be
dedicated to edgebanding
machines, with a spectrum of
flexible solutions ranging
from edgebanding machines
for handicraft businesses to
automatic lines for industrial
companies.

designed and developed for
different applications, delivering highly competitive performance; drilling, cutting
and – last but not least –
sanding, a process for which
the company will present a
“finishing center” that can
perform all kinds of operations.
An opportunity for all visitors
attending the big German biennial exhibition to watch
demos on fully operating
machines, getting a handson experience of all the features characterizing Biesse’s
technology: high flexibility,
ease of use and great productivity. Distinctive elements
that today are considered
as mandatory for anyone involved in wood and woodbased products processing.
Hall 25 - Stand B46 C45.

The stand will also feature
working centers conceived,
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BEAUTIFUL (AND FUNCTIONAL)
USEFUL ALUMINUM…
From a metal – wrongly – considered as a less noble material,
to the big of design, aluminum is the selected material for Mixal,
one of the reference companies among the big brands of "made in Italy”
furniture in the sliding and handling system industry.
Coplanar sliding systems, sliding systems, furniture
doors handles, sliding doors, rack-support profile/hanging doors, paneling systems, all made of
aluminum: this represents the specialization area
of Mixal, headquartered in Anzano del Parco
(Como) and with a production facility in San Biagio di Callalta (Treviso). Approaching the world of
aluminum for the furniture and design industry at
the end of the Nineties, today Mixal plays a leading role in the Italian and international markets,
thanks to the professionalism and experience of the
two current owners – Giuseppe Arnaboldi and his
son Massimo – and to the energy, skills and optimism brought by Antonio Caimi, eighty years old
and no intention to play the “retired”, together with
his son Buby.
From left:
Giuseppe Arnaboldi,
Antonio Caimi,
Massimo Arnaboldi
and Buby Caimi.

Anzano is the brain of Mixal production activity, fully redesigned in the layout of production plants, with
a site covering 23thousand square meters as a
whole, of which over four thousand are in-door and
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with the opportunity to extend the area with other
10thousand meters. The facility in San Biagio di
Callalta, a surface of 1500 square meters, is the logistic bridge over a strategic area where the demand for just in time production, assembling systems, coating of aluminum profiles with papers and
wood veneer – as well as distribution – is particularly important.
With aluminum among the key materials of “made
in Italy” design, Mixal’s business ranges from the
production of furniture components to the walk-in
closet with rack support uprights, outdoor tables
and furniture, up to couches; customers include
some of the most renowned names of Italian and
international design.
“From basic systems we have passed to specific
products for furniture – told us Giuseppe Arnaboldi
– starting to extend the operating field and, as a
consequence, also the size and the number of the
production facilities and we have moved in this

brand new site in Anzano, that we inaugurated few
months ago.
We have organized the production, rationalizing our
processes and renovating the assembly department
for opening sliding systems that have become our
key-strength, our ace in the hole. We produce the
mechanism for overlapped or coplanar sliding
doors’ wardrobes and the coplanar mechanism for
wall cupboard or hanging units, for the kitchen or
other living or working environments, systems
that complete a very wide range of products and
this allows us to meet any of our customers’ requirements. An offer that ensures important relationships on the international market allowing us to
face this difficult period in the domestic market in
the best possible way”.
Aluminum has always given birth to solutions that
would be impossible with other materials…
“We are talking about a very pliable material, that
can be transformed also with special dies allowing to create different shapes, and dimensions that
would be difficult to obtain with other metals. Extruded aluminum profiles arrive to our site, the starting point of our work.
Once extruded, aluminum is machined with technologically advanced working centers to meet customer’s requests and design before passing to the
anodic finishing stage or painting, coating. State-ofthe-art equipment that allows us to carry out all prototyping stages of new products on-site, for our range
as well as for special solutions for our customers”.

of the project. Sometimes, however, we only have an
input, an aesthetic will and that is our turn to transform
it into a result that is also functional. A gratifying job,
that has many elements connected to creativity.
During the last years aluminum has experienced
significant changes and it has become an increasingly used construction element, also
thanks to its important mechanical-physical features that – if correctly evaluated – ensure excellent and, at the same time, functional results. Just
think that to meet our customers’ requests today we
have a set of about 1300 dies, from which we get
as many different profiles, many of which are specific and exclusive”.

How does customer relationships works, how do
you get the product definition?
“We have a highly skilled technical staff; we grasp the
need of customers, architects or designers and we
cooperate with them in order to get to the definition

We are asking you out of curiosity: how many products, how many objects do you have in your catalogue?
“We currently have seven product series, and then
variants and at least four-five hundred “cusMarch-April 2013 XYLON INTERNATIONAL 57
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tomized" items. But
these figures are not
enough to get frightened.
As I was saying before
the coplanar furnituredoor sliding system is
our ace in the hole, a
very appreciated system because it offers
the opportunity to provide a furniture item with aesthetically lined-up sliding doors, ensuring simplified access to perfectly exploitable furniture sections.
Do not forget that for each product type we produce
different versions as to lengths, assembly and finishing, from anodized to coated and lacquered aluminum. An aspect on which we work daily is the
search for innovative solutions, keeping always system quality, reliability and noiseless operation as
our main focus. Our production is one-hundred percent “made in Italy”.
“I like to focus on the creativity of our job”, added
Massimo Arnaboldi. “We are technicians that can
support the designer in the development of highly
functional products, with improved performances.
Today furniture functionality is vital, the development
of new mechanisms is important and it has to be carried out together with architects, we tend to prefer
the mechanical features of aluminum to give structure to the object, moves and the aesthetical features
that pure wood cannot always ensure”.
How do your customers ask you today?
“Mainly convenience, they ask us to combine aluminum with hidden structures and elements with
huge load capacity, resistance and motion capacity. By using aluminum it is possible to obtain
lightness but also pliability and, thus, the opportunity
to “better understand” the implementation of the systems. The identification, design and research of handling mechanisms lead us to be no longer subcontractors for furniture manufacturers but innovative and proactive industry partners".
Increasingly involved in the early stages of a project…
“Yes and this has led us to become a reference
company. The cooperation with bigger companies,
very active in developing new ideas and solutions,
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has offered us growth margins as well. The research and development activity carried out together with top customers - not only in Brianza or
Veneto areas, but all over the world - have been a
great motivation.
The production oriented to the design industry is
combined with the industrial production for “big
batches”. It’s not mere chance that the company’s
core business in the last three years has focused
on mechanisms and motion covering all market segments and every application, from kitchen, to
bathrooms, day and night living areas".
Has the customization trend in the world of furniture - increasingly strong – brought you to think
about the topic of small batches as well?
“We have made virtue of necessity and we work also
in this segment because the market goes in this direction. Having a catalog of standard product is a
fortune that allows us to still talk about huge
quantities. It is a part of our business that is recording particularly positive results in foreign markets,
where there are still important numbers...
We cannot deny that our heart is in Italy but during the last three years the weight of foreign markets has become important. In international markets we find those opportunities that the Italian markets often hides and most of our turnover comes
from export, also form emerging countries such as
Turkey, India and Brazil".
“Tailor-made” products for foreign customers?
“Foreign customers ask us less customized handling solutions and mechanisms and this allows us
to work easily. They are also indicators of the great
capacity of the Italian design to create real trends
that in many other countries are a paradigm, an example to imitate, maybe using simpler solutions but
with the same functionality”.
The future challenge?
“We continue to look at the furniture, with an increasingly strong push towards new developing markets. A sales challenge, rather than technical-creative, because technology challenge evolve day after day and it is strategically better to anticipate
where we want to arrive from a sales point of view…”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi
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SUEDDEKOR

SALICE

“D.FIN® THERMOFORM”

THE HINGE WITH A TITANIUM FINISH

Melamine and finish films reach their limitations when
it comes to enveloping front panels and trims or creating three-dimensional shapes, melamine and finish films. For these requirements and for applications
within the flat-pack sector – such as drawer interiors, for instance – manufacturers today resort to filmbased solutions such as Pvc and PP, for example.
And Süddekor has now also expanded its assortment to include polypropylene films, which /are
printed using water-based dyes. The latest product from the southern German surfaces specialist
is called “D.Fin® Thermoform”. Vis-à-vis conventional Pvc films, PP films have the advantage
that they are completely free of harmful soft-eners.
Süddekor can exploit its many years of experience
during production. The films are multi-colour printed at the Laichingen-based Plant 1, where the manufacturer is able to draw on comprehensive décor
expertise and a huge stock of décor structures.
These can even be manufactured in a width of 2700
mm at Plant 2. Subsequently, the PP films are lacquered using water-based or electron-beam hardening pro-cesses. Hence, Süddekor is able to offer a décor package from a single source, as the
same dye system is used for melamine products,
finish films and PP films – all completely
metamerism-free. The surfaces specialist is also
planning to introduce “D.Fin® Thermoform” with a
structured surface. With this development, the innovative southern German company continues to set
the tempo when it comes to bringing design and surfaces together. ■
Hall 04.2 - stand B067.
Hall 06.1 - stand A050-B051.

Practicality, functionality and aesthetics are fundamental considerations
for furniture manufacturers and designers engaged in the search for improved solutions in the areas of form
and materials for their furniture.
In furniture production, the needs,
coming from the modern design solutions, aim at maximizing the aesthetics
and have required the development of
suitable fittings.
The new hinge made by Salice
(www.salice.com) stands out with a
completely revised finish, to better integrate into the
cabinet, thus gain in discretion and give an appearance at the same time warm and technological.
The colour, new and different compared with the
traditional blued and nickel-plated finishes, is less
invasive and has a muted sheen. The titanium reflections make this hinge ideal for darker interiors
and for the numerous shades of wood available.
The good reflection properties and the technological aspect of the hinge allow a perfect integration with the place where it is to be inserted, also
suitable in the lightest interiors.
The development of this new product has been,
as usual, undertaken by Salice’s Technological Centre and it was subjected to rigorous testing; the finish is even more resistant to the aggression of oxidizing agents both for more considerable thicknesses and for typology of treatment. The corrosion strength is considerably increased compared to the classic nickel-plated finish. ■

Hall 08.1 - Stand A028,C021.
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JOWAT:
INTELLIGENT BONDING SYSTEMS
Jowat AG with headquarters
in Detmold is one of the
leading global suppliers of industrial adhesives. Beyond
the development of innovative adhesives, Jowat AG is
consistently drawing on its
profound cross-industry
know-how to integrate a wide
added value spectrum into
the bonding processes of
its customers.
The Zow 2013 is the platform
to highlight the outstanding
perfor-mances of the Jowacoll® dispersions, the JowatToptherm® and the Jowatherm-Reaktant® hot melt adhesives. Added functional
product values like reduced
flammability, degree of gloss,
surface hardness, breathability and sustainability are
the key words.
The topic of fire protection is
extremely complex, which is
reflected in the numerous
regulations that differ widely
according to the respective
areas of application and legislations. In many applications
where products with flame-retardant properties are required – on water and on land

– Jowat adhesives are used.
Customers not only benefit
from the product performance but also rely on a competent advisory service. Adhesives from the Jowacoll®
product family are used to
manufacture flame-resistant
doors, walls and ceiling elements in marine interiors, but
also for interior finishing operations in buildings. These
are applications where the
adhesive not only functions to
support the general strength
properties of the structures,
but above all, it provides
added value with regard to
flame-resistance respectively low flammability.
High gloss furniture fronts
are more than a trend in
modern furniture design. The
degree of gloss of the components is additionally enhanced when a colourless,
transparent, and crosslinking hot melt of the product
group of Jowatherm-Reaktant® is used. This hot melt
also offers a wide adhesion
spectrum, multiplying the
possible material combinations and decors.
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Modern production technologies for furniture surfaces create new challenges
for the performance of a hot
melt adhesive. One of the
marks of quality is the surface hardness of a coating.
Adhesives of the JowatToptherm® product range
have outstanding impact resistance (Shore hardness) –
even at elevated temperature.
Surface indentations, for instance when freshly laminated components are stacked,
are clearly reduced with
these new hot melt types.
Modern vehicle seats represent a combination of er-

gonomics and comfort. For
upholstery and seat covers,
innovative technical textiles
are used which are frequently
composed of breathable
multiple-layer compound
laminates. The polyurethane
hot melts of the JowathermReaktant®PUR Tex product
group are specifically developed for this purpose and
offer an optimum “breathability“ for these textile compounds. They provide superior ventilation and regulate
heat and moisture of the textile-covered seats. ■
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FURNITURE HARDWARE:
FROM CATALOGUE TO TAILOR MADE

From the debut in Brianza, the “mother country” of furniture, to
an international and competitive dimension. Maco keeps looking
at the future, betting on a production flexibility that starts from
standard but often develops into custom executions.
The story and evolution of Maco – a company located in Seregno (Monza Brianza) specializing in
the processing of hardware for the furniture industry
– started during Brianza’s economic boom in the
second post-war period. Today, it is one of the companies that – in the made-in-Italy galaxy – has been
able to pass from the processing of small metal
parts to next-generation products in the world of furniture hardware and accessories, with different
colors and finishing, combining the processing of
plastic materials with the most traditional metal processing, always with a great capacity to meet manufacturers’ and resellers’ requests.
The production cycle includes all the different processing stages: turning, milling, threading, stamping, cutting, assembling and packaging. Today the
company is led by the sons of the founders of Maco,
Angelo Mauri and Roberto Confalonieri, who took
over the management of the company in 1983, and
who are in charge for sales-accounting and technical-manufacturing operations respectively.
Besides production and products sales, Maco carries out also design and customization processes according to customer requests. A flexibility in line with
the deep transformation that the market is experiencing due to (or thanks to) the economic crisis, and

that is pressing the accelerator towards targeted products and small production batches. Angelo Mauri
told us the story of Maco, its present and future.
Mr. Mauri, how has your business evolved, from your
debut up to now?
“Maco was founded in 1954 as a cutting
company for the furniture industry, initially located in small premises and with basic elementary tools and equipment: a small
cutting machine, a little drill, a belt turning
machine... The name was chosen because
it is a combination of the first two letters of
Angelo Mauri.
the surnames of Carlo Mauri and Virginio
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pliers also beyond the wood and furniture business.
Our headquarters have always been in Seregno,
though we have changed our premises several
times. The first facility was a small laboratory of
about 30 square meters, then we moved to a small
warehouse of 450 square meters and, in 1968, to
a second warehouse of two-thousand square meters. In 1982, we built a small building close to it
for offices. In 2006 we moved into our current headquarters, more than 6 thousand indoor square meters over a 10 thousand sqm area: an extension that
allows us to work with all the space we need and
suitable logistics.
Currently we have 30 employees and a turnover of
4.5 million Euros, more than 30 percent coming
from export to 58 foreign Countries”.
Confalonieri, the two founders, with previous experience in local mechanical companies and a
strong will to start their own business during an industrial revival stage, linked to furniture that – in
Brianza - was having great success.
The first decade of Maco was focused mainly on
metals and, as to product type, on hinges, pivots
and pins installed in furniture; plastics was introduced in the mid-Sixties, as well as the turning department. Today, for our production, we process
iron, brass and aluminum, besides plastics.
In recent years, we have also targeted our attention
to the production of special articles based on customer’s request and design that, sometimes, are outside the furniture world and are addressed to the
lighting, mechanical, taps and fittings or electronic industries. We have a special department, quite
well-equipped, that allows us to be appreciated sup-
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A significant business: what’s the current share of
furniture on your turnover?
“95 percent of the turnover is linked to the production of furniture hardware from catalogue; the
remaining 5 percent is provided by custom production. A figure that is not that high, though constantly increasing, but that – keeping in mind that
it is tailor-made production, not for big batches –
witnesses to our versatility, our capacity to make
very different things".
What’s your position in the hardware industry? Who
are your customers?
“Our customers substantially belong to two categories of companies. On one side, the sales points
that can be represented by specialized wholesalers
or retailers, on the other side, the industrial world,
furniture manufacturers, the “direct consumer”.
Our products are exclusively addressed to furniture
assembly and they are not part of the "decorative"
hardware, such as knobs, handles or others. We produce everything that is placed inside the furniture
and it is not seen, but that is vital for its construction:
mounting elements, shelf supports, wall-mounted unit
supports, magnetic closures, push-latches for
doors opening and closure, cable glands, furniture,
chairs and armchairs wheels and so on. In our production facility – besides plastic materials, that today cover 50 percent of our production – we
process aluminum, iron and brass; we have an area
of semi-finished products that we produce and that
are ready to be assembled internally or externally..
Despite the crisis we continue to invest: our molding department for plastic materials is definitely the

most up-to-date production environment from a processing technology point of view.
The cutting area is our “historical” department; in
the turning department we develop most of the solutions we produce to order, thanks to machines suitable for any process, ready to create a custom products also for small batches.
We also have an equipment and tools room where
we create new molds, and, above all, where we carry out maintenance for the correct operation of our
tools”.
You also work for retail, if I am not wrong…
“Indirectly, that’s true. We do have several customers
in retail that re-package our products in blisters and
sell them with their own brands to big DIY retail
chains”.
You have been a direct witness of the furniture industry for several decades: what has changed?
“Furniture has evolved for sure over the years, just
think that pivot pins are no longer available and that
new hinges and guides have been developed for
drawers; in the past, furniture items were assembled with glue and nails, now it is no longer like that;
knobs and handles are disappearing because architects want to design clean furniture solutions, with
pressure opening and closing system. And these
are just some examples of the thousands revolutions we have seen in sixty years of career.
We have specific technology, that we often develop
ourselves. We are not talking about spaceships of
course, but also in this field we have used our experience, our creativity, our know-how. Always with
the same goal: provide the best answer to meet our
customers’ needs. Some products are created and
produced also according to their suggestions; in
other cases, we push and promote an idea, a particular innovation. Consider that an extremely important share of what we produce is sold to “distribution corporations” that sell the products to joiners and furniture manufacturers”.
What about Chinese competition?
“We felt it stronger in the early 2000 decade, during the Chinese economic boom; today things have
changed. It no longer cost-effective to rely on these
suppliers because the gap with Western Countries
has been reduced progressively. There are no more
demands for huge supplies, quantities that made
China particularly appealing, because when you talk

about a few thousand pieces, and not millions or
hundred thousands, it's no longer worth.
The benefit that remains is low labor cost, but also from
this point of view they are getting close to our levels.
On the other side, I also want to say that today we
are compared to German hardware but in the Seventies somebody thought we were the “European
Chinese" and that our success came from “inspiration” and from a production that leveraged favorable exchange rates and labor costs. Now we
are at the same level and we struggle with creativity,
design, material and process quality, service”.
What can we do to react to the crisis?
“There is no magic wand. The crisis is affecting all
of us in all industries and markets, not only the furniture sector. Some machining processes that we
used to outsource are now executed internally, so
that we can fully leverage the working day of our
staff: we are one among the few companies that
have never asked for redundancy funds during
these years. I believe that it is important not to rest
on your laurels and continue to proactively design
new products to launch on the market: For a company, renovating today is tomorrow’s guarantee”.
by Luca Rossetti ■
in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi
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CAMAR AND THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOAD CAPACITY
The indication of a load capacity value, especially for
items designed to support
wall-hanging units, has been
always requested by the
market, even claimed, but
people all too often rely only
on this figure excessively
and wholeheartedly, out of
context, and this makes it
hardly significant and accountable.
The method to calculate this
value varies significantly according to the reference standard, too. Just think about the
criteria fixed by “Din68840”
standard, which have
changed from the 1984 edition – still in force – to the new
2004 edition, up to the latest
"En15939” European regulation, still under discussion.
The weirdest thing is that, if

we test the same product using different standards, we
get different values for load
capacity!
Camar, a world leader in
the design and production of
technical fittings for the furniture industry, is determined
to clarify this very important
but too nebulous topic. The
company has launched an
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important information campaign addressed to all furniture manufacturers focusing
on the safety of wall-hanging
units, with the publication of
the new website section
called “Warning” (www.camar.it/warning) dedicated to
all hanging brackets, plinth
legs, panel supports, rails
and levelers of its range. By
selecting the relevant product family and entering the
complete product number,
you will get important information relating to the maximum load capacity of that
product.
Visitors can finally find also all
the conditions of the test
carried out on that product:
reference standard, mounting conditions and features
of the furniture item where it
has been installed (size and
materials); all these variables
are extremely important for
the final result.
A safe product, like the solutions designed and produced by Camar, is critical

for the construction of wallhanging units, but it is also
important to keep in mind all
other factors affecting the
safety of the final product.
That is why the new website
page continues with a series
of important information
about all the factors affecting
the actual load capacity and
that are partly specific for
each kind of product, in order
to guide customers through
the selection of the most
suitable solutions for their
furniture and to provide them
with suggestions to increase
the safety level.
A great effort of awareness
and information from Camar,
that will continue with the
launch of the new catalog in
the coming months. It will include a section completely
dedicated to this topic, besides many other innovative
solutions for hanging units,
base cabinets and panels. ■

“WOOD LOOK”
BY ICA
Thanks to the research activity of the ICA group in Civitanova Marche, specializing in the production and
sales of special wood paints,
the company has presented
a new software for the virtual treatment of wood with
high-definition colors and effects. Its name is “Wood
Look” and it allows to choose
the color of wooden furniture
items. It is a real-time con-

figurator that has been designed by the group to project its innovative colors
and effects directly onto
the 3D image created and
used by furniture producers. In other words, the customer can view and select
the color of its own products in a highly realistic
way, more instantly than
ever before. There are several benefits: first of all, it en-

ables
the client to
see the final result of the application of a coating
without requiring the production of prototypes and
then it offers architects and
interior design professionals the possibility to see realistic colors, effects and
combinations.
During this first stage the
new software will be distributed by Ica sales force and
then it will be provided to distributors.
The “Wood Look” system also
ensures the virtual application
of the brand-new “Natural
Matter” range, composed of
all-new Ica stains designed to
bring out the naturalness of
the wood grain. The range encompasses 15 new shades
that fit in perfectly with the current trends in the finishing of
modern furniture, which are increasingly geared towards

highlighting the natural beauty of the
wooden surface.
The tones of the Natural
Matter range draw their inspiration from the colors of
cereals and spices and they
have been specifically designed for application to selected wood species, such
as knotted oak, in order to allow the natural grain of the
wood to come to the fore.
In addition, by applying the
“Naturwood” water-based
top coat to the new line of
stains it is possible to protect
the treated surfaces without
altering their natural appearance.
The tones of the “Natural
Matter” series complement
the well-established “My
Lab” system, which enables
users to create unique combinations with the 70 metaleffect coatings of the “Liquid
Metals” range. ■
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FAIRS

APRIL 2013

JULY 2013

3-6 April
Umids
www.umids.ru
• Krasnodar (Russia)
Furniture
9-11 April
Wood and Woodworking
Machinery Show
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Woodworking technologies
9-14 April
iSaloni (Salone del mobile,
Salone ufficio, Salone satellite,
Euroluce, Eurocucina)
www.cosmit.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Furniture
10-13 April
Bws
www.messe.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Woodworking technologies
16-19 April
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
23-27 April
Technomebel
www.eventseye.com
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Furniture
23-27 April
World of furniture
www.iec.bg
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Furniture

2-6 July
Fitecma
Wood industry
and furniture exhibition
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies

MAY 2013
6-10 May
Ligna
World fair for the forestry
and wood industry
www.ligna.de/
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
13-16 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

JUNE 2013
4-6 June
Woodworking Intermebel
www.expokazan.ru
• Kazan (Russia)
13-16 June
Woodtech India
www.woodtechindia.in
• Mumbai (India)
20-22 June
Asturforesta
www.asturforesta.com
• Tineo (Spain)
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18-21 July
Furnitex
www.furnitex.com.au
• Melbourne (Australia)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 July
Awfs Vegas
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

FAIRS

AUGUST 2013
14-17 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 August
Aseanwood Woodtech
www.biztradeshows.com/tradeevents/aseanwood-woodtechmalaysia.html
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Woodworking technologies

SEPTEMBER 2013
2-4 September
Spoga+Gafa
Garden trade fair
www.spoga-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
10-13 September
Tekhnodrev Siberia
www.restec.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

11-15 September
Furniture China
www.furniture-china.cn/
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

8-10 October
Holz Basel
www.holz.ch
• Basel (Switzerland)
Woodworking technologies

24-27 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua/en/
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

15-18 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products,
components and supplies

25-28 September
Vietnamwood
www.vietnamwoodexpo.com/
• Saigon (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies
27-29 September
Tekno-Legno
www.teknowood.it
• Lanciano (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
27-29 September
Dremasilesa
www.dremasilesa.pl
• Katowice (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

OCTOBER 2013

11-14 September
Fmc China
www.expo.fmcchina.com.cn/
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

1-4 October
Woodworking
www.minskexpo.com.by
• Minsk (Belarus)
Woodworking technologies

11-14 September
Bife Timb
www.bife.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Furniture

2-5 October
Made Expo
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
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16-19 October
Komaf
www.komaf.merebo.com
• Seoul (South Korea)
Woodworking technologies
16-20 October
Ambienta
www.zv.hr
• Zagreb (Croatia)
Furniture
22-25 October
Woodtec
www.bvv.cz/en/wood-tec
• Brno (Czech republic)
Woodworking technologies
23-26 October
Mecha-Tronika
www.mechatronika.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
24-26 October
Wms Toronto
www.woodworkingexpo.ca/
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

NOVEMBER 2013
6-11 November
Mokkiten
www.mokkiten.com
• Nagoya (Japan)
Woodworking technologies
13-15 November
Woodtec
www.fair.ee
• Tallin (Estonia)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 November
Timber
www.sbl.co.il
• Tel-Aviv (Israel)
Woodworking technologies
26-29 November
Woodex/Lestechprodukzia
www.woodexpo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS 2013
Xylon is present at:

3-6 April
Umids
Krasnodar
23-27 April
Technomebel
Sofia
6-10 May
Ligna
Hannover
2-6 July
Fitecma
Buenos Aires
24-27 July
Awfs
Las Vegas
21-24 August
Aseanwood Woodtech
Kuala Lumpur
11-14 September
Fmc
Shanghai
24-27 September
Lisderevmash
Kiev
25-28 September
Vietnamwood
Saigon

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it
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CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing
PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it - info@primultini.it

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Wood processing machinery
and systems for sawmills.
Vertical and tilted log band saws,
log carriages with independent
Headblocks, tandem headrig,
chipping canter, one-headrig
and Twin resaws, Multi Rip Saws,
manual and automatic edging
line and saw servicing equipment.

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

SICAR SPA
Via Lama 30
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 633111
fax +39 059 690520
www.sicar.it - sicarspa.info@sicar.it

BONGIOANNI srl
Via Provinciale Revello, 89
I-12030 Envie (CN)
phone +39 0175 277261
fax +39 0175 277265
www.bongioanni.com
info@bongioanni.com
Vertical and horizontal log band
saws. Log carriages with variable axis.
Canter. Integrated working units
with circular blade. Vertical and
horizontal band resaw systems.
Multi-rip saws and edgers. Log
profiling units. Complete sawmill
systems for mass production.

The Company Sicar spa produces
wood working machines with more
than 50 years of experience.
Thanks to the continuous technical
development and the strictly contact
with the international market
we are able to offer a complete
range of products for the small
and big industry.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.
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Crossing-cutting lines

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cross cutting-Top speed
optimization-Automation
Cursal is the specialized Italian
company that produces the most
complete series of: crosscut saws
for wood and assimilated;
loading-unloading automations;
turnkey solutions and customised
cutting configurations for small,
medium, large sections; integration
into processing cycles from the large
sawmill production to semi-finished;
specific accessories and modular
components: Nc with software
interfaces, optical scanners for
automatic detection of
lengths-widths-defects, moisture
meters, printers etc.; personalized
advice for advanced systems;
complete and, on time, domestic and
foreign mechanic/electronic support.

Secondary processing

BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914
fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs
and manufactures sanding machine
for panels edges and profiles.
Single or double sided edge sanding
machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or
lacquered panels. Combined
machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines
for High Gloss finishing panels.
Profile sanding – denibbing
machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw
or laquered mouldings.
Angle profile gluing and assembling
machines for door frames.
Double end profile cutting machines.

EBS srl
Via Del Lavoro 32/A
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445364334
fax +39 0445370878
www.ebsbordatrici.it
ebs@ebsbordatrici.it
The company Ebs is specialized
in the production of automatic
edge-bander for the hobbist and the
small/big industry. The range includes
manual trimming and edge-banding
machine and in particular high
quality and reliability automatic
edge-banding machines projected
by an high-qualified technical staff.
The total aim of the company have
always been the continuous
improvement of the machine’s
quality, research and development.
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ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience
in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding
machines for both small and medium
companies and for industrial
productions.

ESSETRE spa
Via della Repubblica Serenissima, 7
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Cnc machining centers to carry out
beams, roofs and wooden
elements for prefabricated houses,
structures for playgrounds,
walls and "block house”.
Cnc machining centers for
processing windows, doors,
arches, interior doors and stairs.
Automatic trimming line
for the automatic trimming
of pvc on doors and panels.
Automatic lines for milling,
cutting, edging plans
for kitchen tops and shelves.
Cnc machining centers for machining
curved elements, chairs, frames,
sofas, furniture. Cnc machining
centers for processing specific
doors and panels.
Automatic lines for carrying
out boring and milling
on furniture elements as drawers'
fonts, doors of wardrobes.
Special machines on request.

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

SCM GROUP spa
NUOVA PROGETTI snc
by Clerici Roberto & Rossetti Filippo
Design and manufactoring
of wood working machinery
Via Bonifica, 6
I-27030 Sant’Angelo Lomellina (PV)
phone +39 0384 55189 / 938018
fax +39 0384 559984
www.nuovaprogettimacchine.it
nuovaprogetti@arubapec.it
nuovaprogetti@libero.it
Cn milling machines; anuba machines;
cn working centers;
lines of production and special
machines for doors and frames;
automatic screwing of locks and
counterplates; wide range
of accessories and solutions.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

CONTROL LOGIC srl

Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it
The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined
surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,
combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines,
band-saws.

O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.omaimpianti.com
info@omaimpianti.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws,
longitudinal milling machines
with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology,
flooring industry technology,
doors and modern furnishing
industry technology.

Components and suction plants
for dusts, smokes, fumes. Air
cleaning. Dry and water painting
booths. Pressurized painting plants.
Cleaners with activated charcoal
for solvents. Suction benches and
booths for the sanding powders.
Separator cyclones. Electric fans.
Inverters for the saving of energy.
Filtering groups and handled
sub-stations with mechanical
and automatic cleaning in
counter-current with compressed
air. Storage silos. Sparks bearing
system and automatic extinguishing.
Mills and refiners for wood.
Briquetts presses. Dryers. Pellets
presses. Complete plants for pellets
production. Boilers and warm air
generators for solid fuels.
Industrial insonorizations.
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Surface finishing
ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441
fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide
leader in the finishing of wooden,
plastic and non-ferrous material
products - designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines
for the wood, glass, metal and plastic
industries, tailored on customer
needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture,
panels, windows and doors.

Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and
printing on coils.

MAURI MACCHINE srl
Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines
for mouldings. Finishing machines
and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Europa, 5 I-21040 Morazzone (VA)
phone +39 0332 879573
fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com
info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience
in developing and constructing
anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range
of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications
in the woodworking industry.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

VD srl
GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with
application by spray, by roller coaters
and curtain coaters and drying
by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows.
Spray booths.
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Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it
Finishing systems for plastic,
glass and wood products.
Roller coater machines, curtain coaters,
spray robot with single and double
head, spraying machines, hot air,
UV and vertical ovens.

Timber dryers

Auxiliary machines
and equipments

PRIBO srl

TERMOLEGNO srl
Via del Sile, 4 - Località Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
Termolegno: the value of drying
Dryers from 10m3 up to 250 m3,
pre-dryers, mini-dryers, tunnel-type
systems, turnkey drying plants,
dryers for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates,
control systems, steaming kiln,
electronic moisture tester.

Handling
and commissioning

VISCAT FULGOR srl
Viale Santuario, 42
I- 26012 Castelleone (CR)
P.O. Box 52 Castelleone
phone +39 0374 58217
fax +39 0374 57942
www.viscatfulgor.com
info@viscatfulgor.com
Viscat Fulgor, for over 50 years a
leader in the production of flash
butt welding machines, welding
machines for large band saw blades,
sharpening and file sharpening
machines, setting machines, brazing
machines, high-frequency generators
for induction braze-welding and
dust suction units.

Software

From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling.
Automatic warehouses,
lazer guided vehiculs (lgv),
robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.

Via Nazionale, 12 I-38087 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it - info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation,
training, technical service for sawmill
machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber
handling, debarkers for hard-wood
and soft-wood. Technology for
sawmill. Sorting plants up to 50
boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs
and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for
round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading,
impregnation machines.
Machines for the production
of shavings for animal litters.
Grinders for pallets and wood cases.
Assembly tables for carpenters.

Green economy,
use of residual wood

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Delivery
of complete plants

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim
software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid
wood machining using
3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses,
walls, beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;
“PowerSTAIRS” for staircases
design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind
of windows, french doors, internal
doors, entry doors and shutters.

ECOMEC srl
Via del Mella 57/59
I-25131 Brescia
phone +39 030 2680515 - 2680503
fax +39 030 2680890
www.por-srl.it
ecomec@por-srl.it
Construction of briquetting presses
and grinders for the recovery
of wood waste, dust, textile,
nonferrous materials, etcetera
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Tools and auxiliaries

FINK srl - Woodworking tools

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e
Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and
carbide-tipped, both standard
and special production.

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
kinves, cutters in Hw welded,
circular saw blades, dia tools,
boring bits, solid carbide routers,
tools for cnc macchines,
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic
material working. Tools for automatic
boring machines and router bits for
cnc router machines. M.Conti
measuring devices for the
woodworking industry.
Special devices for door
and windows manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
C.P. UTENSILI snc
di Crescentini Roberta & C.
Via Montanelli, 71 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
office@cputensili.it - sales@cputensili.it
CP Utensili, a company which
process woodworking tools since
1968, is the ideal partner for tooling
solution on demand.
The German Quality Norm
“BG-Prüfzert” for the high
production standard and
an export quote of 80% confirms
the international prestige
of the company.
Flexibility and fast delivery
was always the way to success.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.

FUL - FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it - fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools
for the woodworking, plastic and
aluminium for more than 30 years.

Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Production of specials mechanical
fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ZUANI srl

LEITZ ITALIA srl
Industriezone, 9 I-39011 Lana (BZ)
phone +39 0473 563533
fax +39 0473 562139
www.leitz.org - lana@leitz.org
Leitz is a leading technology
manufacturer of machine-driven
precision tools and process designed
tool systems for the professional
processing of solid wood, wood
derived and plastic materials.
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Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Lacquers

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES
Agents
and wood trades

Adhesives and glues

DURANTE & VIVAN SPA
INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production
of 3-layer wood elements for
window and door building.
We have been gaining a lot of
experience during these years and
we can now offer them in several
wood species, such as: Okoumé,
Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak, Tulipier
and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 23
I-33080 Ghirano di Prata (PN)
phone +39 0434 605211
fax +39 0434 605204
www.durante-vivan.com
info@durante-vivan.com
Glues and adhesives
for the woodworking and furniture
industry: hot melt, PVAc glues,
uf glues,polyurethane water
dispersion, solvent based adhesives.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.

TRA.WOOD srl
Via Risorgimento, 46
I-20881 Bernareggio (MB)
phone +39 039 6180091
fax +39 039 6015532
Branch Torino: +39 011 8194519
www.trawood.it - info@trawood.it
North America: hardwoods
and softwoods.
Lumber, ripped strips, components
and laminated windows scantlings:
Hemlock, Douglas Fir, White Oak,
Ash.
Europe: laminated windows
scantlings and finger jointed.
Asia: laminated windows scantlings.
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IMS s.a.s
Via Vittorio Emanuele, 103
12048 Sommariva Bosco (CN) Italy
Tel. +39 0172 54015 Fax +39 0172 54014
www.ims.eu - ims@ims.eu

IMS USA LLC
51 Proctor Road
Thomasville - NC - 27360 - USA
Tel. +1.336.883.2490 Fax +1.336.883.2492
www.ims.eu - imsusa@ims.eu

Primultini SpA
A
Viale Europa, 70
7
Viale
36035 Marano Vicentino
Vicentinno (VI) Italy
Tel. +39 0445 5600 333
Tel.
Fax +39 0445 5600 334
www
w.primultini.it
info@primultini.it - www.primultini.it

